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UOP police assaulted while
breaking up fraternity party
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Football player, two others arrested; woman attending party also injured
C H R I S T O P H E R S. S H U L T Z
Pacifican staff writer
Three individuals, including a
UOP football player, have been ar
rested in connection with an assault
on campus police officers after a party
at the Omega Phi Alpha fraternity
house last Saturday night, police said.
live officers were attacked in the
altercation and two required minor
medical attention, police said. Both
were treated and released.
Three brothers - one student and
two non-students - were arrested in
connection with the assault, said Lt.
Jerry Houston of the UOP Depart
ment of Public Safety. They will face
charges of assaulting an officer, resist
ing arrest, trespassing and public
drunkenness, he said.
Houston identified the student
involved in the attack as Mark l'a'aita.

The UOP football media guide lists
Fa'aita as a senior defensive lineman
from Pacifica, Calif. Football coach
Chuck Shelton announced Fa'aita's
dismissal from the football team at a
team meeting early this week, a
source who wished to remain anony
mous told The Pacifican.
Shelton, reached at his office
Wednesday, said he has a policy of
not discussing the names of indi
vidual players with the media. How
ever, Shelton confirmed that a foot
ball player was involved in the inci
dent and had been suspended from
the team pending the outcome of the
police investigation.
A man who allegedly battered a
woman at the party is also expected
to face charges, Houston said. The
name of the suspect was not released.
"We were happy to get the party

HOMECOMING WEEKEND A SUCCESS

dispersed," Houston said. "Student
Fife will be dealing with the fraternity
situation."
The fraternity could face sanc
tions from the Greek Peer Review
Board and Student Life as a result of
its apparent inability to control the
party. This incident at Omega Phi Al
pha comes after last spring's Night
Train party at the fraternity, during
which several students were taken to
the hospital for alcohol poisoning,
and a 1992 incident in which a nonstudent fell from the balcony of the
fraternity house during a party.
Houston gave this version of
events:
This year's Omega Phi Alpha
homecoming party was supposed to
end at 1 a.m. under University rules,
Houston said. The fraternity members
had difficulty shutting down the
party after a security officer reminded
them of the 1 a.m. shut-down time.
See Fight page 2
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Man attacks
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on levee
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Seniors Geoff Miller and Mollie Tobias were crowned as UOP's 1994
Homecoming King and Queen at Saturday's football game half-time.
Plioto by Alexandra Garschagen

Homecoming recap - page 2. More homecoming photos - page 3.

A man suspected in the attacks of
two women on the bike path along
the Calaveras River is the subject of a
police manhunt. The man, who po
lice believe may be mentally dis
turbed, may have attacked two
women in separate incidents on the
levee path between Pacific and
Pershing avenues.
"He's being very selective aoout
his victims, if it's the same person,"
Stockton police Lt. David Cole told
The Record of Stockton. "He's wait
ing for women who are alone ... He's
See Attacks page S
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recommend sanctions to the Dean of
president of the fraternity. Wanted*

continued from page 1

A young woman then exited the
party and told the security officer she
had been punched in the face, Hous
ton said. The security officer called
Public Safety.
.
While the officer was taking the
woman's report, a fight broke out in
the house. A participant ran out of the
fraternity and the Public Safety officer
pursued him into the parking lot.
The party-goer began hitting the
officer when he tried to apply hand
cuffs.
,, .
As people rushed out of the house
towards the officer, the subject's two
brothers joined in the attack. Ihe of
ficer issued an "officer in distress sig
nal and police from Stockton Unified
School District, Delta College and the
City of Stockton responded.
The collective police force suc
ceeded in overcoming the three sub
jects, shutting the party down and
dispersing those in attendance.
UOP senior Chris Sanders, a past

UOP football team for the mciden^
He said the fraternity had °Pe"
house to the team after the»
coming victory, only to hav
fraternity's image tarnished y
altercation that began inside the
h°U"We

don't want to be prejudiced
against anybody," Sanders said, but
players from the football tea™J*avef
continually presented a Prob,e™.
having a party means baby-sitting
members of the football team then we
don't want any part of it. We expec
all our guests to act as adults when
attending our functions
The fraternity is considering
lowing only members, little sisters
and alumni to attend next years
homecoming party.
Efforts to contact the football
team were unsuccessful.
The Office of Student Life will re
fer the incident to the Greek Peer Re
view Board, a group of students in
social Greek organizations, which will

Students.
Greek Peer
"A hearing [with
Review Board] has been set for next
Ik to hear the fraternity's side of
the story " said Patrick Naessens, asociate dean of students. The board
u hear the evidence and make rec
onuwendations to Naessens and.be
Greek Council. Sanctions will be impLd afte. Student Life reviews the
recommendations of the Greek
COUGar'.in

Royer, the chair ol the
board that will conduct the hearing,
said the recommended sanctions may
include social probation [no parties]
community service, some kind of
monetary fine and educational pro
gramming within the chapter.
The man who punched a woman
in the face has been tentatively lden"We're still trying to find the sus
pect We think we know who he is,
Houston said. "She wants to pros
ecute him for assaulting her."
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Homecominq weekend offers something for all

Diana Phan
SuongTran

Rally, festival, sporting events highlight 75th celebration
KATE LAMPING
KRISTIN M. KRAEMER
Pacifican staff writers
School spirit was evident this
weekend during the 75th annual
homecoming football game and the
70th anniversary of the Stockton
campus. Even those who do not con
sider themselves sports fans enjoyed
themselves, as the football win gave
the crowd an added energy.
The homecoming festivities
started off with the football pep rally
and bonfire on Friday night follow
ing the women's volleyball game
against New Mexico State. Spectators
met in the parking lot next to Knoles
Field to listen to several speakers and
show their support for the football
team.
At 9 a.m. Saturday the House Rai
sin' Fund-Raisin' Fun Run, which

Setting It
Straight
The Zazu Pitts Memorial Or
chestra was incorrectly described in
"Dancing across campus" in the
Oct. 27 issue on page 8. The group
plays contemporary rhythm and
blues.

• • • •
We want to make sure the stories in
this newspaper are correct. If an er
ror has been made, please contact
Editor-in-Chief Christopher S. Shultz
or Managing Editor Rebecca Nelson
at 946-2115.

benefits the UOP tennis team and
Habitat for Humanity, began in the
stadium.
UOP supporters of all ages from
the surrounding community joined
students, faculty and administrators
on Knoles Field Saturday morning for
the second annual "Festival on the
Field." The carnival-like atmosphere
boasted various game and contest
booths by University clubs and orga
nizations. Patrons participated in ev
erything from sampling specialties
from various food courts to having
their face painted and other activities.
"What Ilike about it is the whole
idea of homecoming is to bring
people to your campus ... and you
have the opportunity to do some
thing together," said President Bill
Atchley.
Comedian and UOP Professor
Alan Ray emceed the festival in be
tween the live music. "It was a lot of
fun not only for the people who at
tended, but also for the people who
put it on," Ray said.
"As a participator in the "Festival
on the Field" in the ROAD booth, it
sounded like people in general were
having a good time enjoying them
selves and enjoying being a part of
UOP's homecoming activities," said
student Michelle Dwyer.
Following the festival, fans con
verged in Amos Alonzo Stagg Memo
rial Stadium for the football game
against Utah State at 2 p.m. Tiger
football supporters cheered for the
team when they got their first touch
down of the game five seconds before
half-time. This psyched up the fans

for the half-time festivities and con
tinuation of the game.
The half-time show, organized by
the athletic department, included the
introduction of all scholar athletes,
two performances by the UOP cheer
leaders and announcement of the
1994 Homecoming King and Queen.
In order to qualify for scholar ath
lete status, students must have a 3.5
grade point average and must play on
a UOP sports team. Included were
members of the baseball, water polo,
football, soccer, tennis, swimming,
basketball, golf, field hockey and
men's and women's volleyball teams.
Possibly the most anticipated
event of the entire half-time period
was the revelation of the King and
Queen. Tobias was crowned as Queen
and Miller as King in front of a loud
and supportive crowd.
"1 was so surprised when my
name was announced," said Tobias.
"It was great being queen for a day."
Miller was congratulated by
members of his fraternity, Phi Delta
Theta. The fraternity has sponsored
the winner for the last several years.
"I am honored to represent my
school and my fraternity in such a
way," said Miller. "This weekend was
a wonderful experience for me."
The football team dominated the
second half and won the game 28-6
before a crowd of more than 10,000
UOP supporters.
The homecoming festivities were
capped off with a dance featuring a
performance by the Zazu Pitts Memo
rial Orchestra at Saturday evening in
the Alex G. Spanos Center.
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Mollie Tobias turned to senior Amy Brant in surprise when her
name was announced during half-time. The Tri Delta senior
was ecstatic to be queen for a day.
Photo by Alexandra Garschagen.

A yontij; UOP football fan had her face painted by Michelle Whittlesey
nt Alpha Phi Omega's face painting booth during Saturday's "Festival
on the Field."
Photo by Darren M. Antonovich.

Senior Geoffrey Miller, representing Phi Delta Theta, was very
pleased with the announcement of his election as UOP's 1994
Homecoming King. He was crowned by UOP senior Corey I lamby
at Saturday's football half-time festivities.
Photo by Alexandra Garschagen.

UOP football fans of all ages were fascinated with Tommy the Tiger as
he greeted them during the homecoming game.
Photo by Alexandra Garschagen.

UOP mascot Tommy the Tiger hugged senior Andrea lierger
during the homecoming football game.
Photo by Alexandra Garschagen.

Tanya Vaught was dunked by a festival-goer at the Eiselen residence hall
booth during Saturday's pre-game activities.
Photo by Darren M. Antonovich.
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bioloqy midterm examinationsJi<f(]
^

D O R T H A L. I N G H A M
Pacifican staff writer

In Brief
Month-long Italian
film festival at UOP
Pacific Italian Alliance and the
College of the Pacific present a
month-long Italian Film Festival
themed "La Famiglia." The comingof-age study of a young man's ques
tioning of Italian middle-class values,
"Before the Revolution," will be on
Tuesday, Nov. 8.
Coffee and cookies are served at
6:30 p.m. followed by the screening
at 7 p.m. in WPC auditorium room
140. The movie is preceded and fol
lowed by discussion led by professor
Diane Borden, Ph.D. There is no
charge for the film festival, but there
is a $5 suggested donation.
The film festival continues Nov.
16 with "Bocco and His Brothers" and
Nov. 22 with "Three Brothers."

First legal technology
fair in Central Valley

'i1

The Computer Users Section of
the San Joaquin County Bar Associa
tion is co-sponsoring a Legal Technol
ogy Fair on Saturday, Nov. 12 from 9
a.m. - 4 p.m. at Humphreys College
School of Law in Stockton. Many pro
viders of law office technology are
represented, including the major ven
dors of on-line research services, CDROM services, word processing soft
ware, and time and billing software.
The format is designed to provide, in
one setting, up-to-date information
on the widest selection of quality law
office technology products and ser
vices.
In addition, hour-long Minimum
Continuing Legal Education (MCLF.)
classes are offered throughout the
day, enabling attendees to obtain up
to four hours of MCLE credit at no
additional charge. Subjects are ori
ented towards legal technology, in
cluding courses dealing with on-line
legal research and law office manage
ment.
The event will take place on
Humphrey's West Campus courtyard
located at 6515 Inglewood Avenue at
Benjamin Holt Drive. Admission to
the event is $25. Early registrants can
save $10 by prepaying by Nov. 4.
Make checks payable to San Joaquin
County Bar Assn., 6 S. El Dorado
Street, Suite 504, Stockton, CA 95202.
Admittance at the door is also avail
able.

It's 8:02 a.m. and you are on your
way to the biggest biology midterm
that you have to take this semester.
When you arrive to class however,
there is no professor. In fact, even
some of the students are missing.
When you ask a classmate what hap
pened, they tell you there was a bomb
threat and the professor got called to
help search the building.
It sounds like a joke, but on Oct.
18 at 8:02 a.m., there was a bomb
threat in the chemistry department.
"Some students probably thought
that they could get out of the biology
test if there was a bomb threat," said
professor Michael Minch, chairman
of the chemistry department. "Con
trary to their belief, there was no
evacuation."
Although none of the threats
have proven to be true, each bomb
threat is taken very seriously as
though it were real. The suspect who
made this particular call tried to give
the threat a real terrorist overtone by
speaking with an Arabian or some
middle-eastern accent.
"The motivation here was to get
out of biology exams," Minch said.
"These types of threats are sort of like
tradition in that they have been go
ing on for a few years now."
Minch admits that the bomb

obvi0lll
„,r him
the caller, if there is an obv
threats anger him.
speech pattern, any speech imw
"If I knew who he was, he shou t
merits, even the emotional state oj
J
be boiled in sulfuric acid," Ml'£'
the callers' voice, and also any back- an3
said. "This is threatening people s
ground noises can sometimes be help, andt
lives and it is very frightening to the
ful."
in tl
people in the building. I he secretary
In the event of a bomb threat,tht day,
who took the call is very upset by this
Public Safety officers, along with cert
entire ordeal.'
members of the Physical Plant and
"I don't like it. I feel threatened
employees of the building, are tht buil
and for a prank, it's done in very poor
ones who search the building. None nize
taste " said chemistry department sec
of the threats in the eight years thai cati
retary Ruth Houdashelt. "A phone
Houston has been at UOP have evei ma
call that early in the morning, 1 ex
live
been
real.
pect it to be a professorj:alling in sick.
Some students are somewhai
This is very upsetting."
alarmed knowing there is a potential dei
Public Safety Lt. Jerry Houston
he;
bomb threat on campus.
said, "Every single bomb threat has
A freshman chemistry student AH
to be taken seriously. Someone's life
said, "It's kind of scary knowing that
is worth too much to risk." No one
someone is threatening us withal
has been apprehended in the case yet.
bomb, especially in an institution con
Houston said there are several
where we are trying to get an educa ver
things done when a call like this
tion."
comes in. "If the caller is here onJunior Thu Nyguen a biology stu yet
campus, the dispatcher knows what
dent said, "I didn't know about it.lt tac
questions to ask. If someone else ondoesn't scare me at all because I don't
campus receives the call, then they
believe them."
call Public Safety. The dispatcher will
"I think that it's crazy anyora
ask the caller all kinds of key ques
would try to endanger anyone's lives
tions to try and trip the caller up.
like that," said an anonymous soph Examples of questions might be what
more biology student.
time is the bomb going to go off?
Another anonymous chemistn
Where is the bomb located? What
freshman
said, "1 hope that whoewi
kind of bomb is it? What does the
made the threat gets caught and gets
bomb look like? We also ask the dis
into a lot of trouble. I bis is such a
patcher or the person who takes the
waste of time."
call to estimate the age and the sex of

At

Study: Televised executions
reduce death penalty support
CHAD PEARSON
Pacifican guest writer

Death penalty supporters who
think it would be a good idea to put
live executions on television may be
in for a big surprise; televised execu
tions could actually reduce death
penalty support, according to a UOP
professor.
"A televised execution of a mur
der defendant like O.J. Simpson
would definitely change public atti
tude toward the death penalty," said
Dr. Gary Howells, a professor of psy
chology.
The prosecution has said it will
not seek the death penalty if Simpson
is convicted. Howells said such an ex
ecution "could backfire. A famous
person viewed as a national hero is
likely to deter people from support
ing the death penalty, and even more
from televised executions."
Howells performed an experi
ment in 1991 to test what effects tele
vised executions could have on voter
support of capital punishment. He
\_ .

chose a representative sample of 200
northern Californians between the
ages of 18 and 65 who were registered
voters. Seventy-five percent of the
sample supported the death penalty
before the experiment was con
ducted.
Howells plays two excerpts front
"Faces of Death," a movie about gory,
real life tragedies and deaths.
"After viewing two lifelike execu
tions, support for the death penalty
was softened from 75 percent accep
tance to roughly 50 percent accep
tance," Howells said. Participants
commented on the graphic, violent,
inhumane scenes. Howells agrees the
American public doesn't want to see
a convict's eyeballs pop out and his
hair sizzle on television.
While many Americans believe
the death penalty is an appropriate
means to punishing criminals of hei
nous crimes, they don't want to see
executions performed on television,
See Death Penalty page 5

Speech and
debate team
wins awards
MICHELLE L. RUFFONI
Pacifican guest writer

The members of the Univer^
of the Pacific's speech and deb
team have competed at two
naments this semester
brought home awards from o .
Kris,en Taglia a n d Jenn#
Mercieca placed second in yp
division at the Raising Center
vitational, for their duo intey
tation of "The Great Nebula
Orion" by Lanford Wds (
Mercieca also took secon
"Open" division with an int
tive presentation about an an ^
life form, a bacteria, which h ^
cently been discovered livms
the geysers of Yellowstone.
,
UOP also won the sp •
award for displaying enthus
and good sportsmanship thro
out the tournament.
f0|.
At the Santa Rosa Junior
See Speechp^y
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keeling to prepare UOP
for healthy lives
Dr. Richard Keeling will present
an all-campus talk, "Sex, Alcohol,
Iand Self-Esteem: Health on Campus
Iin the 90's" at 7 p.m. on Wednes
day, Nov. 9, in the Faye Spanos Con|cert HallKeeling encourages others to
Ibuild healthy communities, orgajnize effective individual health edu
cation programs and promote huImane and successful health care de
livery systems.
Keeling has prepared college stuIdents for confident, purposeful,
lliealthy adult lives in the face of
|.\I1)S, drug and alcohol addiction.

Dr. Richard Keeling

\ttacks

bntinued from page 1
cry violent, physically aggressive."
The manhunt began after a 28ear-old Stockton woman was atcked as she walked her dog along the
lath at 7:15 a.m. Sunday morning.
The assailant struck the woman in
lie back of the neck and knocked her
I) the ground, Cole told The Record
Stockton. The man grabbed the
Ionian's hair and slammed her face
jito the ground. He ran off when the
Roman's dog bit him.
Ihe woman was treated for some
|hs and bruises an St. Joseph's MediI ( enter before being released.
In a separate incident, a man ran
> behind a 16-year-old Stockton girl
Ihile she was walking along the path
16:50 a.m. last Thursday. He tried to

leech
bntinued from page 4
Invitational, Scott Stroud and
tin-Mane Cook moved into the
t lVn division for the final rounds.

drag her off the path but fled when
joggers arrived on the scene. T he girl
was not seriously injured.
Police believe the same man may
be responsible for both attacks.
Both victims described their at
tacker as a man in his 20s or 30s, 5feet 6-inches tall, and weighing about
150 pounds. The assailant was re
ported to have dirty collar-length hair
and dirty clothing.
Stockton police advise all local
residents to walk or jog with friends
or use a different area for recreation
until the man is arrested.
Anyone with information is en
couraged to contact Public Safety at
946-2537.

They took third place, out of seven
"Open" division teams.
Debbie Dougherty, director of forensics at UOP, was named 1993-94
season "New Coach of the Year".

You Can Call Us Your Family
When you need a FAMILY DENTIST you
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Video Imaging
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Stockton youth trick or
treat on UOP campus
BARBARA PARRISH
Pacifican staff writer
Halloween night brought a vari
ety of spirits to Morris Chapel and
the UOP community. "Trick or Treat
at UOP" provided a safe, fun envi
ronment for goblins and other crea
tures of all ages to enjoy due to the
cooperative effort of the Anderson Y
and UOP students who volunteered
their time and talents.
Head witch Heather Schrock, a
UOP freshman, greeted ghoulish
guests at Morris Chapel which was
transformed into a haunted house.
After visiting the haunted house, vol
unteers from Omega Phi Alpha and
the residence halls guided the guests
around the campus for trick or treat
ing. Volunteers were also on hand to

Six alumni win awards
for outstanding efforts
Pacifican staff
UOIvs 37th annual Distinguished
Alumni Awards Banquet was held last
Friday, Oct. 28 at the Raymond Great
Hall.'
The banquet is put together ev
ery year by the Pacific Alumni Asso
ciation as a part of homecoming fes
tivities to honor UOP alumni with
awards for outstanding efforts on dif
ferent fields.
Bank of Stockton President Rob
ert Fberhardt and San Joaquin
County Public Works Director Henry
Hirata were among those honored.
Fberhardt was honored with the
Medallion of Excellence, the highest
honor a UOP graduate can be given.

NEW STUDENT
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Member Pacific Athletic Foundation,
^><^3 UOP School of Dentistry Alumni Association

paint children's faces and help with
costumes.
People from all over Stockton
came, including 78 children who
were brought over in vans from Park
Village, a Cambodian community on
El Dorado and Fulton streets in Stock
ton.
"This is a real adventure in diver
sity," said Fran Abbott, executive di
rector of the Anderson Y Center.
While not all cultures celebrate Hal
loween the same way we do, all cul
tures do recognize spirits and like to
have fun.
The evening began at 7:30 in
front of Burns Tower as witches, vam
pires and ghosts gathered under the
moon light to bring Halloween fun
to Stockton children.

Wendy Scott &

the Bahoi Club Presents
We 're Not So Different: An
Interactive Workshop
On Comparative Religion.
Thursday Nov.3 at 730 PM
in the liechtel Center. It Will
be fun
enlightening!
Come by & contribute.

For info or questions,
CallJocetynat 951-8978

I-Tierhardt graduated from UOP in
1951 and has served as a member and
past president of the Board of Regents
and president of the Pacific Athletic
Foundation and the Quarterback
Club.
Flirata, a 1964 alumnus, received
the Award for Public Service. He is
past president of the School of
Engineering's alumni association and
a member of the UOP Industrial Ad
visory Council.Other recipients this
year were:Robert "Bud" Stefan, '43 Professional Service Dushan Angius,
Jr., '74 - Volunteer Service Debra A.
Schneider, '81 - Outstanding Young
Alumna Swagerty Family - Outstand
ing Family Award.

Death penalty
continued from page 4
says Howells.
"Americans want capital punish
ment to exist, but they want it to ex
ist in a controlled, sanitary manner,"
he said.
Howells has been usea as an ex
pert source by the Washington Times,
Portland Oregonian, Copley News
Service and many regional media ser
vices for his timely research on the
effects televised executions could
have on voter support of capital pun
ishment.
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EDITORIALS
Free HIV Testing at the Health Center
Great for Awareness and prevention.
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The Cowell Health Center, in| torSdystarted
College and San JoaquiniCoumy
wMch are confidential, are

of HIV and AIRS, universities st'metimes have a g p f
quaIteIS|
AIDS. In addition to all of the expected
^ students may not be
etc.), the higher existence of alee
,
shown that alcohol,
totally used to, may lead to much more.
higher rates of
which lowers judgement and thinking skills, can lead to nig
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one'point, however, is an apparent lack of abstinence promotion It
mav be there just not visible, but at any rate it isn't easy to see. There is a
good deal of promotion of testing and protection, which is as necessaryas
anything. But one thing must still be promoted-that abstinence is the
completely effective way to prevent contracting AIDS.
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UOPIusses and minuses
PI IJS-The Southwest Haunted House volunteers. All of the volunteers,
both Southwest residents and other students, helped contribute to making
this one of the smoothest running houses in years
PI US-The Tiger Football team. They won their first homecoming game
in years, have their first three-game winning streak in years actually have
a chance at making the Las Vegas Bowl, and (by the looks of it) will have a

f
I

i

MINUS-The one person who took the "Top 10 1 hings to Write in the
Concrete" seriously. A mini-plus: He had enough class to write UOP, show
ing some much needed school spirit.
PLUS-The WASC Committee. The deferral of renewal of accreditation
enforced against UOP forced the University to address many problems that
had been covered for years, in addition to giving UOP a reason to improve
the quality of the school further.
M1NUS-UOP The University shouldn't have waited until our accredi
tation was put at risk before they decided to try to fix the problems.
PLUS-The influx of $200,000 into the Library. Get your book wishlists
in now!
PLUS-The two students who showed their Halloween spirit, showing
up for the costume contest Monday at the Bookstore.
MINUS-The 4,998 other students that didn't show up.
PLUS-The Physical Plant. They are FINALLY finishing the bathrooms
in Jessie and John B. Halls. It'll make the temporary inconvienence of hav
ing the guys use the women's bathroom all worth it.
PLUS-The Health Center. They're holding free and confidential
HIVNAIDS testing. See the Calendar for more details.
MINUS-Whoever started the fight at Omega Phi Alpha.

letters TO THE editor
f ive physical Plant a hand for jobs well-done
(jive rnyilL
furbishing one of the dorms, or ft
Dear Editor:
The new walkway on Baxter Way
is beautiful! The employees from
Physical Plant deserve a hand. All too
often, there are negative comments
made about Physical Plant, but we are
not too quick to give them our praise.
Sometimes we forget these em
ployees are professionals. Have you
ever seen a cabinet the carpenter shop
has made from oak, the work the
plumbers and painters have done re-

roses lining the walkway at Morn
Chapel? 1 have and I am impressed!
-.•4 rvixra fhpir ji
They work 1hardl and
give their ill
when there is a job to be done, worll
ing many long hours until the jobs
completed. I think it is time toll
them they are appreciated. Weshouil
all say, "Thanks for a job well done I

Carole Willard
Internal Audit
University of the Pacific

Monagan: Thanks for cooperation with WASC
To the University Community:
On behalf of the Board of Re
gents, I would like to congratulate the
faculty, staff, students and adminis
tration for their participation in the
WASC Team's visit to the campus.
Although we will not finally
know until March what their final
decision is about reaffirmation of the
University, the WASC Team meeting
was a positive experience.
There has been great progress
made in solving the problems of the
University, and we believe the team

port

WAS° wilf indicate h.!

They will also note, and we:
there is still work to be
"^
the Pacific cooperative attitude®
onstrated by all of you during tb
visit, we can move o
.
strides to meet the problems
tinue to exist.
. n excA
This institution is m an e J
position to move forward
I
greater Pacific.

Robert Monagan
C h a i r , B o a r d o f Reg

ts

School teacher thanks Phi Delta Theta fratern 1
Dear Editor,
The parents, teachers, and stu
dents of the Aerie family at El Dorado
School would like to thank the mem
bers of Phi Delta Theta for making
and delivering the picnic table on
Saturday, October 22nd. This was also
"Let's Make A Difference Day" in
Stockton. Our family has a garden at

the school and we are
of providing a study and
^
area for the students.
P
j
will be enjoyed by all of t
^^
ers". Phi Delta Theta ma
ence.
[( t

Debbie Rojas
T e a c h e r , El D o r a d o

hoo

a variety of
The Pacifican encourages letters to the editor on a *"ust
in by
whether University, local, or national in nature. Letters
.
jSSLie.Le
10
at 5:00 pm to guarantee consideration for the following
de|jvered
may be mailed to The Pacifican, 3rd floor, Hand Ha ,
uGp.edusame address, or sent electronic mail to jlauboro@uop- '
a p d c|ar''
The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters for en

A REFRESHER COURSE
IN HOME ECONOMICS.
like you to take this

Lamps and lights? Do you turn

They're simple to

simple test to see if your home

them oft when you exit a room?

use, and inexpen

is as energy efficient as possible.

Is your house excessively lit dur

sive. Turn your

Ready? Let's begin. How many

ing the day? Next, check your

thermostat up or

of you haveTVs?

thermostat. Odds arc, it could

down a few

How many times

use adjusting. And finally, sec if

degrees.
II 7you
0

have you left the

there's a draft coming from your

get cold, grab a

room and left it

windows and doors. If there is,

sweater or a blanket. If you're

on? How many

you're letting valuable

hot, wear fewer clothes.

cncigy fly right outside.

As for your windows and

If allgas-heated homes

i

jr

Iurmnpoffyourltphts
J

f

can save electricity
and reduce carbon
dwxide pollution.

were properly weatherstripped
we d save etiouph naturalpas
•
6

,

, ?,

.

to beat i million homes.

t

times nave 7you

If everybody adjusted their

fillcn asleep watching it only to

Now, for the answers,

thermostat by 6 degrees we

doors, a couple pack-

rowW save up to 190,000

wake up to the "Star Spangled

Try instilling timers

Banner"? And what about your

on your lights and television.

barrels of oil a day.

ages of $3.00 weather

stripping should do the trick.
Each of these things will help
save natural resources for die
years to come. And if we can do
that, we all deserve high marks.
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND
TIPS CA1.1.1-800-M Y-SHARE.

IT'S A CONNECTED WORLD.
DO YOUR SHARE.
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JOEL SCHWITZER

P a c i f i c a n staff writer

Pulling in for a stop in the
McCaffrey Center today, Nov. 3, at
noon is Los Angeles pop band the
Zookeepers.
Their press release describes them
as "bluesy alternative pop in the style
of Paul Simon, The Eagles, Van
Morrison, Steve Miller, Counting
Crows and The Spindoctors." Well,
someone needs to hire a new press
agent, because not only do none of
these band make bluesy alternative
pop (Paul Simon alternative???), but
neither do the Zookeepers. What this
band does have in common with
these other bands is the fact that they
all make enjoyable music.
The band consists of Californians
Patrick Vernon, Patti Ambs, Scott
Connor, and Inez Fila. Their new al
bum, "At the Zoo," is full of music
ideally enjoyed outside on a warm fall
day, when you're supposed to be in
class but would really rather be soak
ing in some sun and good music.
music

The Pacific

•x-.y

One of the things that makes the
album appealing is the variedsele
tion of instrumentation. Along™itl
the basic guitar, drums bass, and ha monica, we hear a cello, congas, an
a cassaba. On one track, Vernon is
credited with playing a creaking
The many pop culture references
also make this interesting listening.
"Main St. USA" is a commentary on
today's society in terms of
Disneyland. This, however, is a
Disneyland that reflects the world
around it. "Mickey Mouse got a tat
lip. Donald Duck's on a bad trip.
Prince Charming's in deep shit, while
Dopey takes another bong hit. In
this magic kingdom, everyone has
some sort of dysfunctional trait. Anr..
r is
•_ rtv/^nllont
i tthe
flG
Fife
an excellent rnn
cop"),

Flintstones and Ren and Stimpy.
The music is solid and danceable,
and the band best described as "Blues
Traveler lite." They don't have the
intensity of BT, but will be sure to

entertain. The Zookeepers are coming
to town—grab a seat and let their in
fectious grooves take your mind off
the rigors of school. Remember, the

J

show starts at noon. For informal
on the group, contact Dexter
drake at (213)665-8227.
-

Question & Answer with Li-Young Lee
^

XOCHITL GARCIA

P a c i f i c a n staff
Acclaimed poet Li-Young Lee re
turned to Stockton last week for his
second visit as the featured artist on
the Marian Jacobs Poetry and Prose
Symposium, sponsored by the Stock
ton Arts Commission.
Lee spoke with students and writ
ers from the community in a recep
tion and workshop last Thursday
prior to reading and speaking that
evening at the Morris Chapel.
"1 was very surprised that he was
disappointed with his own work. 1
thought he was honest, and the real
ity check on his work makes it more
enjoyable," said high school student
Shannon Hall.
"This is the second time I have
come to listen to him. To listen to Lee
is to be inspired and to be reminded
that the process is painful but worth
it if you are trying to be successful,"
added Paula Shield, a Stockton resi
dent.
Through the English Department,
Lee also attended many classes as a
guest lecturer and fostered various
informal discussions.
"Since I've been at UOP I haven't
been able to reach his level of think
ing, but I know his mind is at such a
higher level. It's just so amazing that
it brings everybody up to that unique
level where you just analyze every
thing," said freshman Jennifer Ashby,
after Lee spoke in her class.
John .Smith, chair of the English

,
^
vkitpd
hv the
the strangeness
;w... T
visited by
strangeness of
of it
it and
and
department, described Lee to the
you
write
it
down.
It
usually
mani
Stockton Record as "a poet of the or
fests itself in a line or even a word.
dinary, but with such depth, it's just
Suddenly,
particular words put to
striking. He can quietly amaze you
gether
create
a spark that they don't
with what he sees."
have
alone.
Pacifican staff writer Xochitl
GARCIA: What inspires you to
Garcia joined Lee for a brief questionwrite?
and-answer ses
LEE: I think
sion before the
that
just being
feature presenta
alive
is
pretty in
tion.
spiring
for me.
GARCIA:
Nature,
memo
When did you
ries,
things
that I
start writing po
remember
inspire
etry?
me—but again,
LEE: I've al
the inspiration
ways
jotted
basically comes
things down. I
from the strange
grew up with it in
ness one experi
the house. I can't
ences.
It's a con
remember the
junction
between
first poem I
the strangeness of
wrote, but I re
being alive and
member one day
the language one
when my brother
uses when you
and I caught a
awaken to that
fish, I wrote a
sudden aware
little poem about
the fish and gave P°et Li-Young Lee is completing his ness.
it to my mother, second visit to UOP.
GARCIA: Did
GARCIA:
you always know
How would you describe the experi
you wanted to become a poet?
ence of writing poetry?
LEE: Well, when I was in college I
LEE: The only way I can describe
majored in biochemistry. I was going
the
is...I would
me experience 10...1
wuuiu be
uc visited
visncu
to be a doctor, my parents wanted me
by the strangeness of language. Not
to become a doctor and I was suponly language—I mean, we use lanposed to go to medical school. After I
guage day in and day out-but as you
graduated my brother suggested that
are walking along, suddenly you are
we open a restaurant, but we didn't
i J? iriKi.9 i.nsu!-> 1 • h r-i P - t t - i
.•
Li-»I J ? ni >

know
know anything
anything about
about the
the restaurs
rest.
business. We opened one anyway i
went bankrupt in a year, but tffi
whole time 1 was writing poems.
GARCIA: What do you enjoy®
most about writing poems?
LEE: Just the success you expt
ence when you complete a musfiequation... Poems complete me.
incomplete in the world someho
for some reason, I don t kno .
And I know some people can t
complete themselves in a careeror
making
moneyj or havtn
mdKliig aa lot of
wi *1—
,
job or something like that. I do
complete unless I have written
poem.
onV
GARCIA: Do you have any

dren?
.
yh
LEE: Yes, 1 have two boys. ^
are nine and eleven. I love t
^
though they get on my n«
^
times. They are so wild but ev
their wildness, because^they , ^
see how fragile life is. They ma #
an°
t
take life more seriously, Luchjor
same time they bring so m
my life.
, u0
GARCIA: How would yo

LEE: Poetry is a hing"goetry
most precious form. I thmkp #
minds us of what is pre
meSt
human existence. PoetrT ulllan
specific values that mak
^
istence precious—the va
^^
perience of the strangeness
cred. The experience of tn
,
different than that of the .
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Movkreview

SS
SqUant°' sac'
UL
JlASUN
ASON MCFAUL

pucifican staff writer

I guess it could have been the
Inces^nt crying of someone's baby
that kept me from enjoying this
movie. Or, even more optimistically,
I could blame it on the guy sitting
behind me who continually blew his
nose as if it were a musical instru
ment. We could really stretch it and
s.iv that I just don't like movies about
Indians. But whatever the excuse, I
did not like "Squanto: A Warrior's
I ale."
Don't get me wrong, it wasn't
jwlul. In fact, it was relatively enter
taining. But it was just a repeat of
what I learned in the third grade.
I his movie reiterates the story of
Squanto, an Indian who was taken
Off his land and relocated. He over
comes obstacles only to arrive to his
Original land and encounter more.
Slowly, he convinces everybody to be
friends—the Indians and the Pil
grims. They celebrate Thanksgiving
together, and it's all real neat and
dandy. Wow! What a happy ending.
I think they should make a
Squanto II" and show the viewer
dial really happens to the Indians. 1
loubt, however, that this would ap
peal to the "happy ever ending"
iherne that Disney tries so valiantly
o portray.
Ihey should portray Indians beng forced off their land. They should
visualize on the big screen all of the
V techniques the government uses
0 oppress these "savages." They
lould show the demise of this in
edible race of people, and then
»I.I\IH' society would have the truth

Star9ate/ satisfying 'Shawshank'

thrown right
ri (fh f into
i n t o l4« U..„
. •••
•
thrown
its hypocritical
little face.
Wouldn't that be great? Unfortu
nately, I don't think Disney would
ever take this idea seriously. Maybe
I'll give Oliver Stone a call.
If you want to educate a child

like this.
Maybe if I hadn't heard other re
views for this movie I would have
been more positively entertained. It's
just that when I heard a movie critic
compare this movie to "Star Wars," I
got excited. After I finished watching

Adam Beach stars as the legendary native American in "Squanto A Warrior's
Talc."
photo by Attila Dory
about the tale of Squanto, take him/
her to see this movie. Otherwise, In
patient. I'm sure Stone will make a
movie about Indians that'll be worth
while to watch.
"Stargate," starring Kurt Russell,
was a waste of my time. Mid-way
through the movie I thought to my
self: Why am I watching this movie?
Then I remembered, I am in this the
ater for a purpose. It's my job to warn
all of you, the readers, about movies

"Stargate," I realized that it was defi
nitely missing something.
No, I stand corrected. It was miss
ing several things: the action (an
important aspect), the colorful char
acters, the humor, the suspense, and
did I mention action? This movie was
like a house without a roof, a pool
without water, shoes without laces,
cars without wheels, or utensils with
out food.
It was a useless movie, but enter

taining in parts. I do like Kurt Russell,
but the movie was a mess. I can't wait
until this Friday, when some real
movies are being released. Until
then, however, don't go to the mov
ies. There is nothing good out. Stay
home. Rent videos.
Unless you decide to see "The
Shawshank Redemption," starring
Tim Robbins and Morgan Freeman It,
on the other hand, is an amazingly
wonderful cinematic masterpiece.
In the rearranged words of Eddie
Murphy: "Hey Pizan, you seen The
Shaw Shank Redemption?' It's a great
f-ing movie!" I went into this movie
expecting a good movie, and left re
alizing that I had just experienced
movie greatness. I loved it.
Based on the novel by Stephen
King, the story centers on a man
(Robbins) given a double-life sen
tence in the Shaw Shank prison for a
crime he did not commit. In prison,
he develops a close friendship with a
fellow inmate (Freeman), and to
gether they help each other live their
hopes and dreams.
It's difficult movie to describe on
paper, but it's a definite must see. The
movie's poster says: "Fear can hold
you prisoner, hope can set you free."
T hat's what this movie is all about.
If you've ever felt alone, if you've
ever felt confused, if you've ever felt
trapped, if you've ever felt like you
just can't make it another day—
maybe the creditors are calling,
maybe school's pissing you off, and
maybe you just need to feel good
again—see "The Shaw Shank Re
demption." It's a magical movie that
inspires, motivates, and offers hope
to all.

Drama and Dance to produce double bill
[orifican staff
''7s wr<tten by students
ill,1 1 Gibson and Nina Pukonen
H produced by the Department
UWnT and I)ance in the DeMarcus
1 hidio Nov. 10 through Nov.
LT
h h rMmatic ^rts and ''re-Law major
1 (l'^son has written a parable
1 iiLi,ii'HrSOnal re'ationships and
• net unl her short drama, "IgnoThis
a
1 ,Ui P'a
tells tne
the
' >rv nf.i ,
y tens
11 in s U
dcu'iy
being differti at it*{y' °* questioning dog-

ai

"dlu liieTh a^d °f trying t o live
U iUno, ' "e characters are shown
Tx-son6 "eatures» but the human
akiiy r, U
t^ey are patterned are

[7 Cognizable.

VVill'am

)jher

Wolak has cast
the role of Leona.
°rs in the cast include

^,8ht.in

sophomores Nathan Gonzales,
Jacquelynn Inglese, and Pashmina
Parmanand and juniors Trisha Cohn,
Nicole Helmen, Nina Pukonen and
Nathanael Reveal.
"Wedding Bets," written by Dra
matic Arts and Communication/Public Relations major Pukonen, is a
charming, witty and complex situa
tion comedy about a marriage lost
and a marriage won. The road to
marital bliss is rife with pitfalls for the
young heroine of the play, who is
being manipulated by a very gener
ous cash "endowment" into a socially
and financially profitable marriage by
her ambitious mother. Her lesbian
housemate maneuvers to prevent the
ill-fated nuptial.
Director Wolak has cast senior
Kathleen Gabriel as the mother and
juniors Kim Roland and Kristina

Nina Pukonen and Michelle Gibson are featured playwrights in the upcoming
Drama departnent productions beginning November 10.
Seagle as the bride-to-be and her
housemate. Juniors Justin Gingery
and Brian Monighetti are the men in
their lives.
Both plays will be performed as a
double bill on Nov. 10, 11,12, 17, 18,
and 19 in the DeMarcus Brown Stu

dio Theatre in the Drama Building.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. each evening.
Ticket prices are $8 for General Ad
mission and $4 for senior citizens,
UOP students, faculty and staff. For
reservations, call 946-2116. • •

The Spinanes: Creating pure pop punk for pariy people
I

I

C

CARRIE HAYWARD
Pacifican Staff Writer
Rebecca Gates, the "girl" half of
the Spinanes, sits on the edge of the
low stage strumming to the strains
of "Smells l ike Teen Spirit" as they
blare over the club's sound system.
Drummer Scott Piouf arrives and the
pair assemble for a quick pre-show
sound check.
The small group of club employ
ees and early-arrivals gravitate to
ward the front of the stage as the
Spinanes rip into "Noel, Jonah and
Me," the first single off their debut
album Manas. Gates' searing distor
tion and Plouf's thundering beat
combine for a brief moment in a
roof-raising sonic maelstrom before
the sound technician's thumbs-up
cuts them off.
The canned music comes back on
and Gates jumps off the stage and in
troduces herself. Plouf joins us and
we start looking lor a quiet place to
do the interview. We end up outside
in the van.
lor three years, the Spinanes
have told and retold the story about
the International Pop Underground
Convention, where they played their
first gig and generated massive
amounts of media buzz, and end
lessly answered the, "Why don't you
have a bass player?" question. So
numerous are their interviews, I hall

expected them to whip out a Ques
tions frequently Asked About I tie
Spinanes" press release and send me
on my way.
Instead they displayed a cheerful
willingness to answer even the most
time-worn questions, conversing eas
ily and enthusiastically.
Gates and Plouf had known each
other for several years and decided to
form the band nearly a year before
they actually started practicing to
gether. Two months later they were
invited to play the now-legendary In
ternational Pop Underground con
vention in Olympia, Washington.
"They heard that we were play
ing, so they said, 'Do you want to just
come up? It's going to be really infor
mal and it's All t.irl Night pretty
much and you don't need to play a
full set, just 20 minutes, or a halt an
hour or whatever.' We said, 'Sure!
And then we were nervous...We
ended up playing last, so we were
watching all these great bands play,
going 'Aaaaah!'" says Gates.
"It was really bad," adds Plouf,
because (it was) the first show that I
had ever played publicly, or ever, and
(F'ugazi's) lan MacKaye was standing
in the front row, so it was a little
nerve-wracking."
The Spinanes became friends
with the members of F'ugazi and even
tually toured with the group, an ex
perience Plouf describes as, "Fabu

ciA/oi»thparts."
lous! They're sweethearts.'
Touring, in general, has been a
rewarding experience for the group,
they've expanded since the days of
their first two "cramped Americanmade sedan" tours and now have a
van and an entourage of two— "one
sound person and one friend/helper
person," says Gates.
Life on the road has basically
been kind to the Spinanes. "I'd say
90 percent of the time it's great, and
the 10 percent of the time it's prob
ably the worst thing you could possi
bly do. You just freak out," says Plouf.
"But I mean that's one day, and you
just let everybody else in the van
know that you're having your total
freak-out day and they just kind ol
back off."
When asked when and how she
knew that this was the life she wanted
to lead, Gates replies, "I always
wanted to sing, and I was involved
in music...in a lot of different capaci
ties before 1 actually started playing
music myself, in public.
"But...for me, it was never a situ
ation like, T wanna be in a band,
man. I gotta get in a band. I gotta get
in a hit band!' It was just like, '1 re
ally enjoy doing this, and if I can do
it and have it be fun, it'd be great.'
"...If 1 wasn't doing this 1 don't
know what I'd be doing, but I don't
anticipate doing it forever....! could
always become a bitter A&R person!"

Spin

not (at
sshe
h e jokes.
j o k e s . ""1I can
c a n manage—i
m a n a g e ] — 1 cc aa nn ii .
tally fa
other people what to do!"
becaus
Gates does know her way atom,
i#' c
the music business. She ran a club
relate'
Portland, the group's hometown^
to it-'
briefly managed the groups Dham
both r
Bums and the Young Fresh Fel| (m
ofthh
In September she was a member
"E
the "Women In the Music Busing
to her
panel at the College Music Jourm
dothi
Music Marathon, the same convt-n
said.1
tion where the Spinanes headline
the Sub Pop show last year.
"They thought that it would|>
Plou
too specific, so they just did...worrier
scent
in the business, not necessarily bust
accei
ness owners. I felt like we were su step,
ing some pretty obvious things
have
lot of those issues need to be statu
still
again.
do v
"The music industry, like a lot
way
industries and businesses, is very
much still a boys' club, especial titer
once you get to the majors," Gate
says.
hoc
Because there are so few worm cati
in the business, the ones thatsuccee
are often seen as role models. That
has been a backlash by groups1M
who refuse to discuss what it mean*
to be a women in the industry be
cause they think it detracts from their
image as a rock band.
J
Gates responds, "...If they W
want to talk about their musicanu

See Spinanes page'

Restaurant review

West Lane Bowl offers exercise, food
BRIAN MITCHELL
Pacifican staff writer
West Lane Bowl has been a Stock
ton landmark for over 30 years. They
remodeled the place not many years
ago and put in the latest computer
bowling scoring system and new
lanes.
One of the great advantages to
the sport of bowling is the time spent
inbetween games, and waiting for
other people to bowl. It gives you an
opportunity to either press the drink/
food button on the computer key
board or run up to the diner itself.
1 have done both options. When
you push the drink/food button it
usually takes 5-8 minutes for the wait
ress to come down to take your or
der. After the food is done they will
bring it down to you and you pay

them there.
If you sneak away and go to eat
at the diner, you can still watch
people bowling and not miss your
turn to bowl. But no matter where

West Lane Bowl
3900 West Lane,, Stockton
Phone: (209) 466-3317
Price Range (per person): $4.50 - $6.75

<tP5s>
?
apt.

1=Avoid it, 2=Fair, not too bad,
3=Very Good, 4=Truly Outstanding

you sit you can't get away from the
sound of the bowling ball crashing
into the pins.
This diner has been around at
least 25 years. My parents tell me sto

ex«.N60431

Outside fects

the menu. I knew the appetizer««
were getting—onion rings. Y o " La J
eat there without ordering at , e
small order of onion rings.
We both had sodas and tne _
ion ring platter. 1 ordered
burger with fries and a sau
thousand island dressing. Y y
I
ordered meat loaf with a salad.
As we waited for our sodas,
onion rings to arrive we enjoyeJ
sounds and sight of bowlers
J
fun. The sound of crashing
against the floor, the shouts on
with a strike, and the cheers o - ^
winning a tournament fine
bowling alley.
in?
Then the sodas and onion
came. The sodas came in pap 1 ' .T
without refills. 1 he onion ring

See Restauraunt Review pof

Don't get overwhelmed by too many classes • 45-min $30 • 30-mit11
$'25 • first time only * need UOP ID • Come to Family Therapeutic •
Massage Center & Clear up your brain!
952-1099

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
Work in the Wild! Students needed. Tour guide,
instructor, host(ess), trail maintenance, lifeguard, hotel
staff, firefighter
+ volunteer and government posdions
available at National Parks Excellent benefits
+ bonuses! Apply now for best PPtiUPBSFor more information call:

6206)545-4804
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ries of league nights when all the
company employees would come
down on a Thursday evening to bowl
and eat platters of onion rings.
Today the platters are smaller, but
the great onion ring taste and tradi
tion is still alive. You don't have to
look very hard to find a half-eaten
platter of onion rings surrounded by
sodas in the bowling area.
1 have tried their onion rings be
fore, so 1 wanted to try out. the diner.
After three losing efforts I wanted to
get away from bowling for a while
and have something to eat.
No fancy clothes, no formal
greeting, no anxious host waiting to
seat you—just find yourself an empty
table or booth. After we sat down a
waitress rushed out from behind the
counter to deliver our menus. My
companion and 1 quickly scanned
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continued from page 10

continued from page 10
(about) being women, that's totaiiy fair. I don't have that problem
because I think a lot of the kind of
music we make, and the way that we
relate to music, and our commitment
to it, is because of our personalities,
both male and female, and the kinds
of things that are important to us.
"Being female is obviously going
to be a large part of that for me andI
do think there's different things to be
said. I don't mind talking about it at
all."
"It's extremely important," adds
I'louf, "because in the indie
scene...women, musically, are totally
accepted, but you get up to the next
step, in the majors, where people
have been working there for years and
still don't want to have anything to
do with it. They still have that old
way of thinking, and they're not go
ing to change until they're dead or
they get fired...."
When the Spinanes take the stage
hours later, that conviction and dedi
cation is channeled into their music.
not

CHAOS

1heir savagely pounded instruments
produce a dazzling array of sounds
at once wrenching and sublime.
Gates' voice alternately strains and
slides over new interpretations of the
melodies, each one changing as the
music demands it.
Ihe exuberant audience sings
and moves along, drawing energy
from the band and returning it in the
form of screams of admiration. Gates
twirls around the stage in one of her
signature thrift store dresses, her gui
tar an extension of her body. Behind
her, Plouf viciously attacks the
drums, transcending exhaustion to
keep the pulsing rhythms tight and
constant. The song "Epiphany" was
never more appropriate.
After the show I realize I've for
gotten to ask the most important
question. Catching Plouf as he leaves
the stage, I sheepishly inquire,
"Um...so, what does "The Spinanes"
riiean, anyway?"
"Oh that?" he laughs. "Abso
lutely nothing. We made it up."

CHAOS

by Brian Shuster

on a large platter which we immedi
ately covered with ketchup.
Before we could finish the onion
rings the food arrived. My burger and
meager portion of fries were tasty. It
was interesting that the salad came
on the same crowded plate.
My friend's meatloaf was fine, but
it was nothing to rave about.
We polished off our dinner and
were stuffed after wolfing down the
delicious onion rings, so we were in
no shape to have dessert. We prob
ably couldn't have bowled after a
meal like that anyway. So we paid
our bill at the cashier and left.
The diner is open for breakfast,
lunch and dinner from 6 a.m. to mid
night. It is located inside West Lane
Bowl at 3900 West Lane.
The prices are moderate ranging
from $4.50 to $6.75 for a main course.
Food is available to go. The phone
number is 466-3317.
The food is good and hot and the
service is speedy and friendly. Iwould
recommend this restaurant to anyone
who likes the bowling atmosphere
and doesn't mind the constant noise.
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NOW PLOYING
McCaffreti Center Theatre
Keanu Reeves is Jack Traven, a
daredevil LAPD cop on SWAT de
tail who saves a bus that's set to
explode if the driver slows down to
less than fifty miles per hour. Also
starring Dennis Hopper and Sandra
Bullock. (Rated R, Nov. 3-Nov. 6)
Backbeat
Before Ringo...Before Pete
Best...In the early days of the
Beatles, a talented young painter
with rock'n roll sensibilities, Stuart
Sutcliffe, joined his best friend John
Lennon in a band. Examining a
part of Beatles history never before
presented on film, "Backbeat" is a
dramatic look at how, in 1960,
Lennon, Sutcliffe and a beautiful
blonde photographer began a love
affair that changed the Beatles be
fore they changed the world. (Rated
R, Nov. 8-Nov. 9)

by Brian Shuster

Based on the novel by best-sell
ing author John Grisham, this grip
ping film tells the story of a young
boy who becomes a pawn in a
battle between the police and the
mob—and the lawyer who works to
protect him. (Rated R, Nov.lO-Nov.
13)

Learn the dances of
Egypt

„«°U/e 90ne a whole year, you smell like the devil, and
you buried the treasure?"

cium, THIS ftftce
IS A WVTSS.

Well, that was Mrs. Miller on the phone, and just as I
feared, she wanted to know if we've seen her Frfj
around."
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Award-winning Middle Eastern
dancer Mee' Sha will conduct a threeweek class on Egyptian dancing.
Classes will cover technique, history
and culture and will begin today.
Beginners will meet at 5:30 p.m.
and intermediate and advanced will
meet at 7 p.m. All classes are held at
the Spirits of the Wind Dance Studio,
located on the Miracle Mile. The cost
for the class is $30 per person.
For further information, call 4772687.

EVENTS C
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Invitational: Pacific, Fresno
St., BYU, Utah, San Jose St.,
Nevada, Cal Poly-SLO, UC
Davis, San Francisco St.
Kjeldsen pool.
Men's swimming. UOP
Western Intercollegiate
Invitational: Pacific,
Stanford, Cal, BYU, Utah, UC
Davis, San Francisco St., Cal
Poly-SLO. Kjeldsen pool.
OFF CAMPUS

Friday Night Live at Barnes
& Noble Bookstore, March
Lane, Stockton. Come pick a
card as Karen Gordon shares
her insight with you. Karen is
a spiritual consultant who
can help you learn the key to
your own understanding.
7:30 p.m.

A A A A

Men's Water Polo will play Stanford at Kjeldsen Pool at 3 p.m. toda\

A A

A A

Thursday
Nov. 3
ON CAMPUS
Art Exhibition. "Bioscape,"

paintings by Sabine Carlson
and Naomi Kramer with
ceramic still life by Linda
Johnson. Richard H.
Reynolds Gallery at the UOP
Art Center. Free. 8 a.m. On
display through Dec. 1.
Lecture. Women of the
World. Russian professor,
Elena Savelieva, "Russia
Today and Tomorrow, One
Woman's Perspective." Free.
Light snack provided. Can
bring own lunch. Bechtel
Center. 12 Noon.
University College Open
House. Stop by for lunch.
McConchie Hall. 12 Noon.
Language Tables. Japanese,
French & Spanish, 5 p.m.
Chinese, German & Russian.
6 p.m. Bechtel Center.
Business Forum. Dana
Leavitt, "Lincoln &
Gettysburg: Lessons in
Leadership." Free. Faye
Spanos Concert Hall. 5:30
p.m.
Vietnamese Student
Assication meeting. Knoles
Hall 207. 5:30 p.m.

Hmong Student Association
meeting, WPC 130. 6 p.m.
"Speed" playing in
McCaffrey Center Theater. 8
p.m.
OFF CAMPUS

Stockton Civic Theater
presents, "Mame", a TonyAward winning musical by
Jerome Lawrence and Robert
E. Lee. Starts today through
December 3. Call 473-2400
for ticket info.
TIGER HOME SPORTS

Men's water polo vs.
Stanford. Kjeldsen Pool, 3

• • • A

Friday
Nov. 4

ON CAMPUS

Outdoor Event. Sacramento
Kings vs. Phoenix Suns. Arco
Arena. Tickets $10. Sign up
in McCaffrey Center Game
Room. Limited Space.
UOP Percussion Ensemble.
Allen Brown, Director. Faye
Spanos Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
"Speed" playing in
McCaffrey Center Theater. 8
p.m.
TIGER HOME SPORTS

Women's swimming. UOP
Western Intercollegiate

Saturday
Nov. 5
ON CAMPUS

"Speed" playing in
McCaffrey Center Theater. 8
p.m.
TIGER HOME SPORTS

Women's swimming. UOP
Western Intercollegiate
Invitational: Pacific, Fresno
St., BYU, Utah, San Jose St.,
Nevada, Cal Poly-SLO, UC
Davis, San Francisco St.
Kjeldsen pool.
Men's swimming. UOP
Western Intercollegiate
Invitational: Pacific,
Stanford, Cal, BYU, Utah, UC
Davis, San Francisco St., Cal
Poly-SLO. Kjeldsen pool.

A A A A

Sunday
Nov. 6
ON CAMPUS

"Speed" playing in
McCaffrey Center Theater. 8
p.m.

A A A A

Monday
Nov. 7
ON CAMPUS

ASUOP Senate meeting.
Open to all students.
McCaffrey Center Conference
Room. 9 p.m.

A A A

A

Tuesday
Nov. 8
ON CAMPUS

Public Relations Student
Society of America meeting.
Knoles Hall 210. 12 Noon
Italian Film Festival. "Before
the Revolution." The coming
of age study of a young
man's questioning of Italian
middle-class values. Free. $5
suggested donation. WPC
140. 6:30 p.m.
African-American Student
Union meeting. Bechtel
Center. 8 p.m.
"Back Beat" playing at
McCaffrey Theater, 8 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS

College Night at. Bluckwater
Cafe. Your first non-alcoholic
drink is half price. College
I.D. required. 912 N.
Yosemite Ave., Stockton. 6
p.m.

OFF CAMPUS

Chess Night at Blackwatw
Cafe, 912 N. Yosemite Av,:
Stockton. 6 p.m.

A

A A A

Thursday
Nov.10
ON CAMPUS

Motar Board meeting.
Geology room 104.12 Nooi |
Language Tables. Japanese,
French & Spanish, 5 p.m.
Chinese, German & Russiar
6 p.m. Bechtel Center.
Drama and Dance. "Igno
rance is Beast" and "Wed
ding Bets." $8 general
admission and $4 UOP
students, faculty and staff,
DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theatre. 8 p.m. Performing
through Nov. 12, and from
Nov. 17-19.
"The Client" playing at
McCaffrey Theater, 8 p.m.
TIGER HOME SPORTS

A A A A

Wednesday
Nov. 9

Men's Basketball. Shell &
Widmen Knights (exhibi
tion). Spanos Center, 7:30

ON CAMPUS

Lecture. World on Wednes
day. UOP Asst. Prof, of
English, Camille Norton,
"Censorship and Flight:
American Modernists
Abroad." Discussion of how
social and literary censorship
drove a number of American
women writers to take up
residence in Europe between
1910 and 1938. Free lunch
for UOP students. Bechtel
Center. 12:30 p.m.
Gay Student Union meeting.
Anderson Y. 6 p.m.
"Back Beat" playing at
McCaffrey Theater, 8 p.m.
Public Relations Student
Society of America meeting.
Knoles Hall. 9 p.m.
Pollock Lectureship. Dr.
Richard Keeling, "Sex,
Alcohol, and Self-Esteem:
Health on Campus in the
90's." Free. Faye Spanos
Concery Hall. 7p.m.

A

A

A A

Friday
Nov. 11
ON CAMPUS

University Symphony
Orchestra. Michael Allard.
Conductor. Faye Spanos
Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
"The Client" playing at
McCaffrey Theater, 8 P nl
TIGER HOME SPORU

Women's volleyball vs.
Irvine. Spanos Center,
p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Friday Night Live atBarn
& Noble Bookstore. The
and worst science fich°n
films! Craig Anderson^
guide you through

fiction film land. 7.3U]

PACE 13
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± A

Saturday

!?mite

Nov. 12

ON CAMPUS
I
Lie Orchestral Strings
sdoii Lv Faye Spanos Concert
.10' Lj| Recital Hall, Rehearsal
Liter & Buck Hall. 8 a.m.
more info, call ext. 3201.
vlPUS
for

The Client" playing at
McCaffrey Theater, 8 p.m.

W. 12 J

TIGER HOME SPORTS
vs. Long
jeach State. Spanos Center,
Women's volleyball

f

:30 p.m.

OFF CAMPUS
eminur. "Destination MBA"
Lr minority students interNed in pursuing a masters
i business administration,
free. Sheraton Palace Hotel,
IF. 9 a.m.

}|

Sunday
Nov. 13

SPI~

Ml
ON CAMPUS
extwhe Ultimate Frisbee Club.
edHave fun and play ultimate
Tisbee with us. Faculty and
pff are encouraged to
antic ipate. Sunken Field. 3
|.m. Every Sunday.
\ I'11'
playing at
cCaffrey Theater, 8 p.m.

SI

OFF CAMPUS
Valley Women's
rus presents, "Winter
g.'ntasies: Songs of the
oson." Grace UMC, 1625
nc°ln St., 4 p.m.
lusic. Delta

A

* A A

Monday
Nov. 1 4
ON Campus
Senate meeting.
^ all students,
toey Center Conference
m-9 p.m.
* A a A

luesday
Nov. 1 5
U,]H

CAMPUS

1 Op ijhr..

Qry

1 hardbacks.
lobby. ] i Q m

Public Relations Student
Society of America meeting.
Knoles Hall 210. 12 Noon

Center, 5 p.m. Chinese,
German & Russian. Bechtel
Center, 6 p.m.

Lecture. "AIDS Awareness:
We know how to protect
ourselves, but why don't
we?" Bechtel Center 7 p.m.

Drama and Dance. "Igno
rance is Beast" and "Wed
ding Bets." $8 general
admission and $4 UOP
students, faculty and staff.
DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theatre. 8 p.m. Performing
through Nov. 19.

"Peeping Tom" playing at
McCaffrey Theater, 8 p.m.
Music. Charles Schilling,
Harpsichord. Morris Chapel,
8 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Game Night. Enjoy a game
of cards, Scrabble, chess,
Trivial Pursuit, backgammon
or checkers. Barnes & Noble,
6 p.m.

A

A A A

Wednesday
Nov. 16
ON CAMPUS
Gay Student Union meeting.
Anderson Y. 6 p.m.
Italian Film Festival. "Rocco
and His Brothers." An epic
domestic tragedy portrays a
Sicilian peasant family's
immigration to the northern
city of Milan. Free. $5
suggested donation. WPC
140. 6:30 p.m.
Lecture. Floyd Cochran, and
ex-Aryan Nations leader,
"An Inside Look at the Aryan
Nations." Free, but donations
will be accepted. Morris
Chapel. 8 p.m.
"Peeping Tom" playing at
McCaffrey Theater, 8 p.m.
Public Relations Student
Society of America meeting.
Knoles Hall. 9 p.m.
TIGER HOME SPORTS
Men's Basketball. Perth
Wildcats (exhibition). Spanos
Center 7:30 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Chess Night at Blackwater
Cafe, 912 N. Yosemite Ave.,
Stockton. 6 p.m.

A A A

A

Thursday
Nov. 17
ON CAMPUS
Language Tables. Japanese,
French & Spanish, Bechtel

"True Lies" playing at
McCaffrey Center, 8 p.m.

A A A A

Friday
Nov. 18

ON CAMPUS
UOP Chamber Operas.
"Prima Donna" by Arthur
Benjamin and "A Hand of
Bridge" by Samuel Barber/
text by Menotti. Mark Ross
Clark, Director and George
Buckbee, Musical Director.
Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 8
p.m. Continues through
Nov. 19.
"True Lies" playing at
McCaffrey Center, 8 p.m.

A A A A

Saturday
Nov. 19
ON CAMPUS
Early registration for Spring
'95 ends
Thanksgiving Harvest
Dance. Bring a can of food.
Sponsored by the MultiCultural Student Association.
$5 admission. Commons
Room. 7 p.m.
Pacific Vocal Performance
Day. Faye Spanos Concert
Hall, Recital Hall, Buck Hall
& Rehearsal Center. 9 a.m.
"True Lies" playing at
McCaffrey Center, 8 p.m.
TIGER HOME SPORTS
Football vs. San Jose State.
Stagg stadium, 1:30 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Holiday Faire. Hand-crafted
gift items for sale made by
the students and staff of the
San Joaquin Activity Center.
Free. 33 W. Alpine Ave.,

Stockton. 9 a.m.
Greut American Train Show.
Over 10,000 model trains,
operating railroads, and
railroad antiques. $5/adults.
Oakland Coliseum. Noon.
Today and tomorrow. For
more info., (708) 834-0652.

A A A

A

Sunday
Nov. 20

ON CAMPUS
"True Lies" playing at
McCaffrey Center, 8 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Music. Delta Valley Young
Singers presents, "Chansons
d'Hiver" songs of wintertime.
Grace UMC, 1625 N. Lincoln
St., 4 p.m.

A A A A

Monday
Nov. 21
ON CAMPUS
Pacific Arts Woodwind
Quintet: Matthew Krejci,
flute; Thomas Nugent, Oboe;
William C. Dominik, clari
net; Donald DaGrade,
bassoon; and George L.
Nemeth, horn. Faye Spanos
Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
ASUOP Senate meeting.
Open to all students.
McCaffrey Center Conference
Room. 9 p.m.
TIGER HOME SPORTS
Women's basketball. SVSEHungary (exhibition).
Spanos Center, 7:30 p.m.

A A A

A

TICKETS
A A A A

Eric Clapton Nov. 4, San Jose
.Arena
A A A A

Mark Curry Nov. 12, Press
Club, Sacramento
A A A A

Eagles - Nov. 5,
Arco Arena,
Sacramento
A A

A

A

Earth, Wind &
Fire - Dec 1-2,
Paramount
Theater, Oakland
A A A A

Go-Go's - Nov.
22, Warfield, S.F.
A A A A

Offspring - Dec
12-13, Filmore, S.F.
A A A A

Pretenders - Nov.
17, Warfield, S.F.
A A A A

Reba McEntire Nov. 19, Arco
Arena, CA

Tuesday
Nov. 22
ON CAMPUS
Public Relations Student
Society of America meeting.
Knoles Hall 210. 12 Noon
Italian Film Festival. "Three
Brothers." Peasant life and
the family bond are viewed
from the prism of loss and
idealization, as three broth
ers return home to their
family village for the funeral
of their mother. Free. $5
suggested donation. WPC
140. 6:30 p.m.

Hani an evenflisfed
in The Calendar?
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Most Popular Library Books at UOP
what those are? Our circulation de
partment has been using Pacificat for
a year now, so we've got some data
on books that have circulated more
We're still having a great time
than six times in the past year—not
over here in the library playing with
counting items on reserve.
the Pacificat system we got to impress
No more suspense, here are the
WASC the last time they came to
town.
top three contenders: The Tao of
Pooh by Benjamin Hoff (13 circula
This time to impress the WASC
team the administration only gave us
tions), and tied for 2nd place are
money for books. Books are fine, but
Maya Angelou's 1 Shall Not Be Moved
they cost a lot of money, take up a
and Amy Tan's The Joy Luck Club (11
lot space, and either gather dust or
circs each). In fact women minority
are always checked out by someone
writers dominate the literary statis
else when you want them. The only
tics. Angelou has two other books on
real value books bring to the library
the most used list, And I still rise and
is that we get to charge people over
1 Know Why the Caged Bird Sings (7
due fines if they don't bring them
circs each). Toni Morrison follows
back on time—$.25 a day, big deal!
with Beloved (6 circs).
And that's only student people—we
The only dead white male con
don't get to charge people on the fac
tenders areJack Kerouac with On the
ulty at all, even though we allow
Road (6 circs) and Stephen King with
them up to 3 semesters to read a
The Eyes of the Dragon (9 circs). (OK,
book, and some still complain that's
Kings's not technically dead, but
not long enough.
given his genre he sort of fits the cat
On the other hand, a computer
egory.) The only non-English
system like Pacificat gives us all kinds
literatus to make the list is Stendhal,
of fun statistics and data about what
Le Rouge et le Noir (leave it to a
people are up to in the library. That's
Frenchman to write a book on
how we found out that sex is the 3rd
makeup and whatever the hell 'noir'
most popular search term. And since
is?).
our professionalism compels us to
You'll be suprised as we were to
take an interest in what our patrons
find that Shel Silverstein has been an
are reading, we kind of wanted to
influential force on campus of late.
check out some of those books. And
Maybe it was just a flukey thing with
that's when we found sex is a lousy
the recent street closings: You who
search term for locating sexual ma
were upset about the eucalyptus trees
terial in the library. For better terms,
getting chopped down probably
ask a librarian.
thought you could relate a little bet
ter now to The Giving Tree (6 circs).
Top three contenders: The Too of
And those walking to the library
Pooh by Benjamin Hoff, Maya
across the former Campus Way prob
Angelou's I Shall Not Be Moved
ably couldn't help wondering about
Where the Sidewalk Ends (8 circs).
and Amy Tan's The joy Luck Club.
No other topic in the library saw
as much action as literature, but other
But about our Pacificat data. Be
subjects did make respectable show
cause of this WASC-inspired money,
ings on our list. Reviewing the rest of
faculty are sending us long lists of
the
list (in proper Library of Congress
books that cost a lot of money, take
call
number order, of course):
up a lot of space, and have titles that
In
the philosophy and religion
are sure to attract more dust than stu
section, we noted two of Joseph
dents (and then amen to our chances
Campbell's, The power of myth (6
to increase income from overdues).
circs)
and The Hero with a Thousand
Which of you are going to rush over
l
aces
(7 circs). As far as specific reli
here and check out Rhythmic Alter
gions
go, Islam dominated with two
ation in 17th & 18th Century Music:
books
that had 9 circs and one book
Notes Inegales & Overdotting, or
with
6
circs. We have the Pope's stand
Rastenii Tsentralnoi Azii (a book on
on abortion to thank for at least one
plants in the former USSR, in Rus
book in the Christianity section
sian!), or 5-Hydroxytryptamine-3 Re
showing up: The Double Cross: ordi
ceptor Antagonists? (which we sus
nation, abortion and catholic femi
pect was written by hostile aliens.)
nism (7 circs).
We do humor the faculty when
(By the way if you haven't caught
ever possible; and unlike you who sit
on,
a
"circ" is the professional term
in their classes, we in the library are
we
librarians
use for how many times
more careful about ignoring the de
a
book
has
been
in circulation- we
mands of our faculty colleagues. But
used to refer to the number of times
all the same, we want to use some of
a book was "checked out," but some
the book money to buy titles on top
of our feminists got offended bv the
ics that we know you students will be
sexist subtext of that phrase and
looking for. So how do we find out
threatened us with deconstruction if
RON RAY
University Library

we didn't come up with more neutral
terminology).
In area studies, Southeast Asia is
the winner hands down, probably
due to its cultural impact on the
Stockton area. Three books on the
Hmong went out 6 or more times,
two books on Cambodia, one on the
Vietnamese, and one Indochinese
culture. It might seem surprising that
only a single book on the former So
viet Union made the list (7 circs),
while Australia, a Cultural History
went out 8 times. But that's ac
counted for by our having several
new books on Russia for students to
choose from, whereas we've only two
recent books on Australian culture
(an oxymoron?).

The only dead white male
contenders are jack Kerouac
with On the Road and
Stephen King with The Eyes
of the Dragon. (OK, Kings's
not technically dead, but
given his genre he sort of fits
the category.)
Despite the stereotype that ath
letic types don't read, our books on
sports and sports medicine get pretty
heavy use. Four of them made our
most used list. But the sports collec
tion is also our most lucrative for
overdue fines. Jocks at UOP appar
ently read well enough, they just
don't pay regular attention to calen
dars, beyond game schedules. We
thought about making special date
due stamps for our athletes. Some
thing like, "Due 2 days before the
Nebraska game". But then we
thought naw, how's the library going
to get any of that $400,000 in game
receipts if not through the overdue
fines our athletes pay?
In business, a book had to have a
title like Gender Differences at Work
(10 circs) to attract sustained interest.
And not much new in the sociology
arena; it's the same old dreary story,
it e words that attracted 6 or more
circs were drugs, alcohol, pornogra
phy homelessness, abortion, Rush
Limbaugh, gangs, television and chilren, and capital punishment. It's
nUeL.im„baUgh'S The WaY

Things
tircs* showed up sand)t0
between our popular
br
"?
books on drunk driving and pornog«

the rT t^all?win§ r'Sht there in all
S t0 dish °ut' 1 take
back a! thC
back ah the mean things 1 said about
But R nry
Congress catalogers.
But Rush, no doubt, is going to be
5
When he f nds out he
didn't
rr
didn t !"
get
classed on the 'shelf in the

Christian Crusaders & Saints.

fop fen lis
Top ten reason,
to sleep in |at,
10. Golden rule of C0 L
a minimum of ten ho
of sleep per day j s
required.

9. General sessions for
mentor classes. lf yoy
go, you'll fall asleep
you don't, then you d
stay asleep.
8. If you sleep long
enough, you mightjus
miss that hangover.
7. The more you sleep,
harder you can party.
6. You only have night
classes.
5. My next door neighboand his multitude of
electrical appliances
tripped the fuse. My
alarm never went off.
4. I thought my alarm
clock was the fire alarir
so I rolled over andfe' 1
back asleep.

3. Why break the pattern
Just keep sleeping. Or;
day we'll all wake up
with degrees.
2. I was so worried about
campus crime that I
couldn't face the
morning.
1. It was too:
a. cold
b. warm
c. depressing
d. futile
e. all of the above

Write qour ouin lop fen li$ f! ^
me ujith flie subject Youf^'
wanfed. qou input is valuable SfS
qour name and ideas lo fbe^

hirsgs that go thump in the night
Tie building of the Southwest Haunted House - worth the effort
MCLEAN FLOOD
lacifican staff writer
B_

'Q

||H, southwest Haunted House
a UOP tradition for 23 years,
Hl |hjs year's was one oi the scari-

asha.n

I he meetings started a month
lure the Halloween weekend, and
[though the few that attended the
leetings were dedicated, the many
iat didn't show up were typical of
,is apathetic campus.
We sat in a circle in one of
uithwest's lounges and discussed all
ic workings of the haunted house,
route was picked, the budget was
finalized and the intricacies of fire
Bode were all brought up.
ISouthwest was divided up into
,jB\eral sections, each section being
Blared under the command of a stu
dent. The maze, the dot room, the
Jisane asylum, the graveyard, the torlire room, are just a few of the secjions. leach one was given $70 dollars
pit of the Southwest social fund to
i/cite a few spells and whip together
haunted house.
I was placed in charge of the torire room, an interesting position
cing that I am a resident of l.iselen—
hot Southwest. I was given the study
lounge to turn into a dungeon.
1 Starting off the weekend before
jhe haunted house was set to debut 1
[uanaged to collect a large collection
|>l scrap wood and cardboard, with
|he help of some residents of Hiselen.
We pulled nails and stacked wood
|mtil dark with some additional help

from a few neighborhood kids. I fig
ured we had gathered enough sup
plies by late Sunday to construct all
the walls, and a few of the exhibits.
Generous donations by Homebase
and the Smartfood grocery store in
the Venetian shopping center helped
hold everything together.
Of course the real fun began on
Tuesday, when 1 had to haul all that
wood and cardboard over to South
west in my small Nissan Pulsar—
which now smells like a barn. I was
starting to get disappointed by the
lack of help from some residents of
Southwest, but 1 thought that a little
more help from everyone on campus
would turn the Southwest Haunted
House into an event we could all en
joy. As it turned out the few people
who helped build the haunted house
were overworked anil stressed out-—
even though we all had a ton of fun.
On Friday we took over the halls
and rooms of Southwest and began
converting the place into a place
worthy of haunting. Furniture was
unbolted from floors, and florescent
lights came down from their fixtures.
Black felt was stapled to the walls and
wood framing began to rise from the
floor, and were quickly turned into
solid looking walls.
in my section I built the walls out
of scrap wood and cardboard. I
planned on having eight actors work
ing my section, and 1 built exhibits
for each of them. I had yet to met
some of those actors. Other sections
already had all their actors lined up
and rehearsed.

Everything was fireproofed with
a sticky, itchy chemical called
ITamort. I think we ended up with
more flame retardant on our indi
vidual bodies than on the wood and
cardboard walls. The slap slap of
hammering and the occasional curse
echoed through the courtyard as day
slipped into night.
One immediate problem sur
faced, that of Homecoming. Many
people wanted to go to parties and
homecoming events. The serious
shortage of labor and participants in
the Southwest Haunted House was
quite noticeable. If Halloween were
on any other weekend I think the
event might have had more partici
pants. However, the few people who
did help did a wonderful job. We all
ran about looking for the staple gun,
kept our cool and had a great time.
By Saturday night last minute
touches were being finished, every
one was nervously waiting lor the lire
martial to show up for our inspec
tion. Everything had to meet strict
fire code regulations or we couldn't
open to the general public. We had
to meet certain height requirements
for our cardboard ceilings and walls,
as well as liberally coating them with
fire retardant.
By seven everyone was in their
places. My section was missing a few
actors, but everything was set. The
crowd thoroughly enjoyed the entire
event. The screams of frightened pa
trons echoed though the halls as the
night wore on.
] was crucified to a wall in the

study lounge playing dummy, until
the unsuspecting crowd got close.
Then, with the aid ol a climbing har
ness, I would leap with a blood cur
dling scream towards the audience.
The climbing harness let me drop to
wards our victims without actually
falling over into the crowd. 1 he ef
fect was spectacular.
Other sections were even scarier.
The dot room claimed many a
scream, as did ttie insane asylum. Ev
eryone was having a great time, and
our throats were numb from scream
ing.
By the end of the evening my
hands and arms were numb, and ev
eryone was getting tired and hungry.
We all gathered in the lounge for
Pizza and toasts. It was agreed that
this was one of the best haunted
houses to date. According to one par
ticipant, it was the lirst time all the
tour guides had stayed all night.
1 think everyone had a rewarding
experience—1 just wish more people
would come out and help. 1 know a
lot of people missed some of the
Homecoming fun because of the
haunted house. 1 just wish the two
events were on different weekends. I
sure wanted to dance to the tunes of
the Zazu Pitts Memorial Orchestra,
and I hear the Pacific revue wasn't too
be missed. 1 know all the participants
sacrificed some ol Homecoming fun
to transform Southwest into a
spookier place. Only it was worth the
effort—I don't think I've had a better
experience.

Lgcu/fy Profile

. Robert Morrow reflects on 20 years of teaching at UOP

t

CATHERINE LE
QGfican guest writer
How old is the average incoming
beshman? Seventeen? Eighteen?
nineteen? Imagine teaching for this
pniount of time at the same school,
f 0ujd you be bored?
'hisparticular professor isn't. Dr.
.J** Morrow has been teaching at
r. Mr 20 years. Right after recieving
f doctorate, Dr. Morrow joined the
pculty and has been here ever since.
UOP was the ideal setting for me
Pe|ause 1 wanted to teach at a small
l° eSG he said in a recent interview
L" ''s office at the Bennerd School of
Education.

I Morrow recieved hivvs masters
Rk'cc in elementary education from
J~Mate University of New York,
PBSECT: ••••'I'iiwftiKiajEP-

tion at the University of Illinois where
he recieved his doctorate in special
education.
Morrow tries to serve as a role
model to the students. "I feel that
teachers should be able to perform
what they advocate," he said.
His students appear to appreciate
this quality. "Dr. Morrow is such an
understanding and excellent profes
sor. He was always willing to hear me
out and help me when I needed it,"
said former student Rudy Domingo.
Morrow feels that his sensitivity
to the student's needs and his caring
manner is what distinguishes him
from other professors. "1 practice
what I preach," claims Morrow.
Morrow is invloved in writings of
Southeast Asian refugees. "1 am very
yqimnhtgfj tcyth.is," he said. His in

terest in the subject started ten years
ago on a sabbatical leave. After study
ing the people he felt that most
people don't understand the plight of
the Southeast Asian refugee.
"I felt it was important that teach
ers know about the Southeast Asians, "
said Morrow, who will be giving a pre
sentation on the subject to the Na
tional Counsel of Social Studies this
month.
Morrow teaches Dean's Seminar,
Curriculum and Instruction of Social
Studies, and Assessment of Learning
Handicapped Students, just to name
a few.
During the past twenty years, he
has served on many different com
mittees, ranging from the Chair of
Academic Affairs, the chair of the Aca
demic Counsel, ,aqd the. chair yf the

Education Resource Committee. Mor
row has been the department of Edu
cation chair for three years.
In 1986 Morrow recieved the
UOP award for proffessor of the year
for education. Being picked by my
peers is one of the most memorable
events since 1 have been at UOP,"
proudly stated Morrow.
When not giving presentations or
teaching, Morrow enjoys watching
sports and traveling. Morrow visited
England this summer and thought it
was beautiful.
Morrow is married, with two step
children. His daughter recentely
graduated from UOP and his son is a
Sophmore in high school.
"Trying new techniques and the
contact with the students is what
keefrt hit? going,"'he said'.

FEATURES
SHALLOW THOUGHTS
Dave2

"Dave...the envelope please!
This week, Dave and Dave have
decided to try a new approach to their
article: having a point. No, really—
Dave and Dave would like to proudly
present the First Annual Dave and
Dave Idiocy Awards For Idiocy, be
stowed on individuals, organizations
and institutions which behave in a
Dave-like and Dave-like manner.
The first award goes to the UOP
football program for showing exem
plary Dave-like lunacy in banning
The Record sports reporter Jeff Hood
from interviewing players and
coaches for a week, thus cutting the
team's press coverage in half. To The
Record, we recommend filling up that
extra space with some juicy public
service announcements.
Our second award goes to Great
Britain for scientific breakthroughs in
the area of squirrel contraceptives.
Now if only they could apply this
concept to the dining hall cockroach
population.
An award also goes to the admin
istration for deciding to repave Cam
pus Way...and then tear it out...and
then tear out the lawn behind Knoles
Hall
in
the
process
of
landscaping...and then... May we sug
gest that Knoles Hall be torn down,
and then rebuilt in its original form?
I bis would pretty much make re
painting the window casements

pointless, which is the objective here.
In fact, there are a whole list of im
provements that could be made on
campus and then redone. Dave and
Dave are all for wasted action, espe
cially if it takes the place of valuable
public service announcements.
Another award recipient is the
University's irrigation and drainage
system. You don't find too many col
lege bookstores which regularly stock
galoshes for that occasional 5-minute
trek across campus. Perhaps in the
future the Crew Team should con
sider using Knoles Lawn or one of the
puddles in the Quads for rowing prac
tice.
The Idiocy Award for Idiocy for
Drama goes to whomever cast John
W. Bobbitt in a pornographic movie,
and Joey Buttafuoco as a taxi driver
in an upcoming film. These decisions
seem to be based on the same uni
versal law which dictates that foot
ball players will also make great ac
tors.
Our next award goes to a Santa
Cruz teacher who agrees with Dave
and Dave on one of the most vital
and life-wrenching scholastic issues
of our time: homework. The retiring
teacher recently put in a proposal to
the school board to ban homework
in the local schools. Dave and Dave
obviously love this idea. Further

more, the reasoning behind the pro
posal is fully meritorious of an Idiocy
award. He claims that homework is
discriminatory towards children from
disadvantaged families, who cannot
afford pencils, calculators, or comput
ers, and don't have quiet places to
study. He also feels that homework is
the cause behind the breakdown of
the family. Dave and Dave agree that
homework is a threat to the very fi
bre of the American family. In fact,
homework divides whole families and
isolates children from human con
tact. Homework is the very essence of
stress-induced behavior in our soci
ety. In fact, all the major crimes—cow
mugging, mildew slaying, and emu
ranching—can be directly or indi
rectly attributed to homework. Thus,
Dave and Dave wholeheartedly be
stow this award in support of this
worthy battle to save our children.
Our seventh award goes to Wiley
E. Coyote (ravenous acmedorkus) for
outstanding accomplishments in the
field of running around in circles,
blowing things up, and dropping an
vils in an attempt to catch the Roadrunner (rapidus fowlus). Although
Dave and Dave are highly apprecia
tive of these activities, we suggest that
Wiley turn his attentions toward a
fowl of a slower persuasion, such as
the pigeon (nocticoous poopus

//

jllli
fowlus).
The last of the Idiocy Awa,
Idiocy goes to the Boa,
Regents...well, most of them ris
know who they are. At least, we«
they know who they are.
Dr. Gross' wiener dogs receiv
honorary un-Davelike award i"
r]
ing on a higher neurological! J
than 90% of UOFs Organic Ch,
okj
try students. They seem to be
only ones who have a chance
am
tering the intricacies of free rail
and synthesis mechanisms. H
clever canines have gained the jtf
mosity of all Organic Chemistn All
dents by constantly breaking to
curve. Dave wishes his wiener
that smart.
Finally, the illustrious Gollco
Tuffet Award is given to theemp
ees of the Finance Center, iv!
motto is obviously "Service wi
Smile" (between the hours of 12
12:15 p.m. Thursdays only).
That's it for Dave and Dave's
ocy Awards for Idiocy. Tune ini
week when you'll hear Dave say
"You mean to tell me that ch
cashing hours ended 3 hoursapDave2 can be reached by
gruntled football coaches, squic
wiener dogs, and campus empta
care of Maclean Flood at The Pi
can at 946-2115.

From the chiefs desk
Bob Calaway

Ore you free on Wednesday mornings?
Can you use Pagemaher 5.0 competently?
IDE PBCIFICBN needs a graphic designer to make
last-minute changes on Wednesday mornings.
Call Chris or Laurel at 346-2115.
Help us eliminate those typos!
T

H

E
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Criminal law defense
1 here are several ways to defend
yourself at a trial. A tew erf these crimi
nal defenses are lack of capacity and
entrapment.
Lack of capacity includes the plea
of insanity, children under the age of
fourteen, and forced intoxication.
Voluntary intoxication is not a de
fense in criminal law. One plea, di
minished capacity, was abolished by
I reposition 8 a few years ago.
Other defenses include mistaken
identity, excuse, self-defense, and a
mistake in law or fact. Ignorance of
the law is not a defense. Compulsion,
another defense, or life threatening
situations can excuse every crime but
murder.
I he statute of limitation defense
requires that the crime be brought to
trial within a year of its occurance for
misdemeanors. A three year limit is
placed on felony crimes. There is no
statute of limitation for murder, em
bezzlement of public money, kidnap
ping for ransom and falsification of
public records. For some crimes, the

statute of limitations starts as
as the crime is discovered. I h®'*
nies are grand theft, welfare W
and perjury.
Entrapment is another criij
defense that involves thecond
law enforcement. Entrapmentn*
inducing a person to commit3
not contemplated by him orb®
criminal prosecution. Entrap
does not apply to investigate
1 1 7
• -wv a n u
tions. If someone who
commit a crime was proveided
opportunity it would not be ef"
ment. For example, it is le^
rest people in a narcotic buy l,r^j
or sting operation. Entrapme11
not apply to the actions of a r
individual, unless that Perst"jaW
ing under the direction of a .
forcement agency. The curre'
cial test for entrapment is wb ,
not a law enforcement agency^
d u c t w a s l i k e l y t o i n d u c ea n .
person to commit a crinrii'13 ^
Any questions should be
to Bob Calaway at 946-303

FEATURES
MONEY, MAJORS AND MORE
Burton Jay Nadler, Career Services

o alumni really assist with career planning and job search efforts?
not contacted to share their tiger
tales.
With increasing regularity, alums
post jobs through Career Services or
offer internships through the Co-op
and Intern Program. As examples,
Andersen Consulting and Price
Waterhouse's Dispute Analysis and
Corporate Recovery Group are now
actively soliciting resumes and will
soon conduct pre-screened on-campus interviews. Each recruiting effort
is spear-headed by an alumnus, and
they are eager to interview as many
qualified candidates as possible.
But first, they must receive re
sume and cover letters. Those with
strong research, quantitative, analyti
cal, and writing skills, no matter the
major, are encouraged to seek consid
eration. It is through alumni that
Seniors and soon-to-be grads from a
variety of disciplines (MBAs this
means you) can be considered for ex
citing and highly selective opportu
nities. . .

It's early November and many
dents are thinking seriously about
decisions they must make in the
ks ahead. I'm referring to the deons associated with majors, ca
rs and job search goals .
UOF is not just an institution of
ck mortar, and ivy. In many ways
s a family of brothers and sisters
ssmates), father and mother fig(faculty and administrators), and
er sibling role models or know-itin-laws (you guessed it, alumni
d alumnae).
Traditionally alums have had
jor impact on career planning and
search efforts for UOP students,
urns share career biographies
ough the Alumni Career Forum,
reer Faire, Alumni Career Advisory
twork, and through information
nversations generated by career
"exes in the Alumni Directory,
ese individuals welcome phone
Is and, whenever possible, peral visits from currently enrolled
dents seeking career information
d advice. The only "complaints" 1
ar regarding this practice come
in alumni and alumnae who are

Price Waterhouse
Staff Consultant
Consultants work in teams con

sisting of consultants, attorneys, cli
ents, academicians, and industry spe
cialists to develop evidence, perform
economic and business analyses,
serve as business advisors in the revitalization of distressed companies
(both out of court and in bank
ruptcy), and prepare partners of the
firm for expert testimony on behalf
of corporations in business disputes.
The ideal candidate will possess
strong analytical and interpersonal
skills, a proven record of academic
success and a breadth of quantitative
coursework is essential. A background
in accounting and finance, business
or economics is preferred. A high
GPA is required. Address correspon
dence to Randall S. Eisenberg. Re
sumes and letters to Career Services
by Monday, November 14th. Oncampus visit scheduled for December
1st.

Andersen Consulting
Staff Consultant
First six weeks devoted to train
ing: three weeks in the office in selfpaced program, and three weeks at
Center for Professional Education in

WHAT'S UP DOC?
Sarah Grimes

Skin tags, Hepatitis B
does not prevent you from donating
blood. Blood banks test for the Hepa
titis B surface antigen when screen
ing their blood supply. A person who
is immunized against Hepatitis B
tests positive for the antibody to the
Hepatitis B surface antigen. Donat
ing blood remains a vital commu
nity service and can be continued
safely.

Question: I would like to know
hat causes skin tags (Acrochordon)
nd what other skin lesions might be
ociated with it that would indi
te a systemic disease?
Answer: Skin tags occur in aproximately 25 percent of men and
°men. These skin lesions most
nimonly occur on the neck, under
rms' ar,d in the groin area. Some
udies have reported an association
etween skin tags and a
^cancerous condition in the colon,
owever, not all studies support this
a,IT|- Skin tags can be easily re0ved using scissors in the office
^vera"' they are considered
Pletely benign, posing primarily
nuisance and cosmetic defect.

Question: Does masturbation
have any future effect on a person?
Answer: Anything can be done
to excess. However, masturbation is
a safe sexual behavior either alone
or as a couple to prevent the trans
mission of sexually transmitted dis
eases. Stories abound about the dan
gers of masturbation but they are
generally unfounded.
For your information don't for
get to take advantage of free and
confidential HIV testing at the
health center. We are also giving flu
shots by appointment.

^Uest'°n: Now that I've had my
u |tis B series» will I test positive
''ood^atitiS

B and can

'

sti11

^ive

Answer: The fact that you are
'niinunized against Hepatitis B

l0vv

Hive 9 question for the Doc? Call MacLean at 946-EI1S.
f u.
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Have some free time
on your hands?
Hani to put your soles and
marketing skills to use?

St. Charles, IL. Subsequently staffed
on client project as soon as possible,
most likely on a programming assign
ment to build technical expertise.
Assignment to project team involves
a variety of factors such as client
project needs, personal growth/skill
building requirements, educational
background, and personal prefer
ences for client or project type. Ca
reer path leading to Partner. Liberal
Arts, Business, Engineering, and
Computer Science students encour
aged to apply. Address correspon
dence to Rob Blakey. Resumes and
letters to Career Services by Friday,
November 4th. On-campus visit not
yet scheduled.
Yes, alumni help us with and take
advantage of our efforts at Career Ser
vices. We encourage you to use these
extremely valuable resource persons
in appropriate ways. Homecoming
will soon be here, so think about
questions to ask throughout this
wonderful weekend of celebration
and networking. Until next week,
remember "you're a student for a few
years, but an alum for life." Thanks
Terrise Giovinazzo!

ACIFICAN
Homecoming
Trivia Contest
Results
QUESTION:

How many times has The

Horn does salary plus
commission sound?

Pacifican printed t h e n a m e
"Atchley" s i n c e t h e
beginning
of t h e year ( 8 issues)?

THE PRCIF1CHN needs
advertising representatives
to sell ad space in the
neuispaper.
Call Kara or Bill at 946-2114.

ACIFICAN

A N S W E R : 67
WINNERS:
Alex McDavid of Admissions
wins a free dinner for 2
at one of our advertisers.
Alumni Morie Oberg of
Richmond, CA wins a free
subscription to The Pacifican.

Ihe Pacifican thanks all uiho participated and
reminds readers this contest uias conducted
in the festive spirit of Homecoming

.Y.V.'-V VW- .'.V.V.

,

>*• ' •

• - •

Want to reach the eqes of over S.000
educated readers even] meek?
Advertise in THE PHCIFICRN.
I Hara at 946-2114 for rates and details

[Plan ahead - call huo uieehs before p manf your ad fo run.]

WeeHlij items for the UUP Eormnitu since ISOfi

Mom s Dream
• Stay Home
CALIFORNIA FRESH TAQUERIA
FRESH FISH TACOS
GARLIC PRAWNS
FRESH DEEP FRIED OYSTERS
CHICKEN. CARNITAS. CARNEASADA
BIACK BEANS OUR SPECIALTY'
ICE COLD FRESH SQUEEZED LEMONADE
FRESH STEAMED ARTICHOKES
ft'ii/iuituj 7/k' Qkpuui fiatc/i fii'tti/wtv

QUALITY DRIVE-THRU

PHONE ORDERS 952-6261
4601 PACIFIC AVE
1 BLOCK SOUTH 01 MARCH IANE

• Lose Weight
• Make Money
L' vo 1osL ovej 4(j.1 bs
Irs ' fie f i m M i , • j Vyl;
4 made $3,2(10

For more info call-

(209) 942-6844

Big thank you to all that participated, donated, or
sponsored Delta Gamma's Anchor Splash held on Octobe
23,1994. There was an incredible turnout and it was
greatly appreciated by Delta Gamma to have the support'
everyone. The Ladies of Delta Gamma could not have
accomplished this great fundraiser without the support of
UOP. All proceeds generated by Anchor Splash will be
donated to the Stockton Blind Center, and the Delta
Gamma Foundation. Thank you again and we'll see you1
next year's Anchor Splash.

Sincerely,

The Ladies' of Delta Gam

FEATURES
Computer first aid
suppose you might have heard
' 1 word
- i dropped in
in manv
lirtV
many a
m" vorcubical. Computer viruses
[ , income a rather large nuisance
uccnt years. They manage to de' data and wipe out countless
urs of work. Everyone who is seriibout computer security should
hu' a program capable of detecting
Ll destroying viruses.
\ computer virus is a bit of comLter code, or a set of instructions,
fat the computer dutifully executes
linking the program is like every
fher Technically a computer virus is
program or bit of programming
jut can cause harm to a computer.
|l course, the one thing a computer
|rus can not do is physically destroy
our computer. Granted, it may dejroy the data on your disk or hard
(rive, but that disk or hard drive can
• put back into use, minus it's previlus contents. Computer viruses usullly don't have to be executed by a
crson. You may be responsible for
|llowing that virus to travel to your
luchine, via disk, internet or net
work.
Several types of computer viruses
xist. Some are accidental—the origi1.1I purpose of the program was far
lifferent than the symptoms of the
irus. These viruses were typically not
lesigned for malicious purposes,
ome are intentional, and are de-

A computer virus is a bit
of computer code,
or a set of instructions,
that the computer dutifully
executes thinking the
program is like every other.

•igned to wreck havoc to your com
pter and it's data. Trojan horse viUse,s' a hiird type, and designed to
A(>rk after a certain time.
when picking a virus detection
" removal program make sure the
j Ua""e is UP to date. Checking the
calf
Pro8ram was created, and
' lng the publisher are easy ways to
om^ t'lc.'atest protection for your
and ^Uter ^yP'cahy a virus detection
har.removal Program that is older
s'x months is out of date.
tnov iany virus detection and ref0r -3 Pr°grams are available free, or
Mac SlTla" usa8e ^ee' f°r both the
gr''ntosh and the IBM. These prospryjs typically don't offer the same
f°r th Ck 3S commercial software, but
Jre oft
c^et conscious student they
n
° the ideal method of protec-

QUESTIONS FOR THE
TECHNOLOGICALLY
CHALLENGED
Maclean Flood
tion. Some commercial virus detec
tion programs send you the latest ver
sions with which to combat the lat

est viruses, which is a great conve
nience if you can afford the price.
IBM computers typically have a
larger problem with viruses than
Macintoshes, but most IBM comput-

IBM computers typically
have a larger problem
with viruses than
Macintoshes,
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ers come with a virus protection pro
gram. Check with the documentation
that came with your computer to see
if you already have a virus program.
1 value your comments about
computer viruses. 1 welcome observa
tions and advice on this subject. My
e-mail
address
is
MFLOOD<0>VMS1.CC.UOP.EDU. lor
all those still struggling with the digi
tal revolution you can sneaker net
any correspondence to the top of
Hand Hall, in the Pacifican Office.

Balloon-atics
Storewide Clearance Sale
Three Days Only • November 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
Specials in every department
Look for he Balloon-atic Discount Balloons!

Yellow balloons

Save 10%

Blue balloons

Save 20%

Save 30%
Red balloons
Orange balloons Save 40% and more

UOP Book Store

Books ... and a whole lot more!
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
No further discounts apply.

•

A

A

Janet Ford 957-9048.

A

MISC.
FUNDRAISER - J500 IN 5 DAYS CREEKS, CLUBS, ANYONE
(800) 775-3851 EXT. 33

A A A A

FOR RENT

ROOM FOR RENT: UTILITIES INC
$300 MO + REF HOUSE PRIV +
POOL 477-9711.

A A A A

PART-TIME
JOBS
Olson Technology seeks student
interested in assisting with obtain
ing Winston Cup sponsorship by
calling on prospective sponsors.
Contact Tom Olson at 1-8005451022 or 1-209-357-8939.
Indy Electronics seeks Applications
Support Administrator with com
puter science or MIS experience.
Contact Human Resources PO Box
2301, Manteca, CA 95336.
Dr. Peckham seeks Veterinarian Assistant, $5.25/hour, Monday,
Wednesday, and /or Friday eve
nings. Visit 523 W. Harvey Lane,
Lodi for application. Call 3690231.
Sherwood Mall Hallmark seeks
Sales/Cashier evenings and/or
weekends, S4.25/hour. Contact

Art Mart seeks Salesperson/Cash
ier, weekends $4.50/hour. Visit
John Dexter in Quail Lakes Shop
ping Center at Quail Lakes/March
Lane, 952-0865.
Golf USA seeks Sales Associate, $5/
hour every other weekend and
mornings preferred, visit Ken
Preg at Qual Lakes Shopping Cen
ter at Quail Lakes/March lane,
952-7405.
Pearl Vision Center, Sherwood
Mall, seeks Front Receptionist
4:30-7pm, M-F, $6/hour. Con
tact Leticia or Dr. Mason, 9527170.
John |ohnson, Certified Financial
Analyst, seeks Research Assistant,
flexible hours, $10/hour, to per
form industry and market re
search; spreadsheet work, and
proofread reports. Contact John
Johnson, 2112 Debbie Lane, Lodi
95242.
Toys-R-Us seeks Store Detective,
20-40 hours/week, $8/hour, flex
ible including weekends and eve
nings. Contact Greg Landucci,
1624 Army Court, 465-4912
x606.
Craig Corrren Attorney seeks Re
ceptionist, 1-5pm, $4.25/hour,
bilingual Spanish/English. Call for
interviews Jo Corren, 5345 N. El
Dorado, 478-2621.

Telemarketers, 6-8:30pm, M- ,
$7-10/hour. Call Bob Paralta,
5651 N. Pershing, 472-1300.
Pacific Coast Merchandising seeks
Salespersons, 2-3 days/week, $7/
hour, $25/day for mileage. Call
on home center accounts detail
ing, merchandising and working
with local personnel or corporate
established programs. Contact
Gary Frush, 4533 Quail Lakes

[6

tor, Region Sales F0od'JlJT
Kellog Sales Company, 77s,|cif'C°
ter Avenue, Suite 3% u j
,
ton Beach, 92647, (7ljl^d
4222, (800) 826- 65 K
(800) 624-6668.
only >

226-9393.

Automatic Data Processing1
District Manager Trainee foliate H
try-level sales, responsiblefo,Kh'n
of ADP ES services; srxwJIent ^
payroll, tax, filing, and r
human resource informatioP|n11,'li
vices. Large base salary wittnlm'^.
missions and car allowance/' ^
tact: Tom Pinoci, Regional y ite 49
: ste
Director, 9310 Tech CenterD)
dbod
Suite 170, SAC 95826, (
; Lo
0260, FAX 361-3824 for
mento area and Elizabeth h
2010 Crow Canyon Place, 4(wfI
Floor #2290 San Ramon 9451 Pat
(800) 653-8536 FAX (510)-^,
0301 for Bay Area.

Naval Construction Battalion Cen
ter Port Hueneme
seeks
Mechancial Engineer. Contact US
Office of Personnel Management
Los Angeles Service Center, Suite
100A, 9650 Flaire Drive, El Monte
91731. For info call Vallerie
Osborne, NCBC at (805) 9822481, FAX 982-2481.

Drive, 474-1400.
Local trucker seeks loaders, $14/
hour, various shifts. Contact Jo
Wagner at Career Services, 9462361, 2nd floor McConchie Hall.

US Environmental Protection
Agency SF Regional Office holds
Career Conference November 4,
8am-4pm, at 75 Hawthorne
Street. Contact Arnold Robbins
(415) 744-1552.

A A A A

FULL-TIME
JOBS
Farmers Insurance seeks Claims
Representative in Stockton office.
Contact Patricia Palmer, P.O. Box
7079 Stockton 95267. (209) 9753241.

[Jed

Canandaigua Wine seeks sales
representatives for Northern CA.
Contact Thomas Jurd, District
Sales Manager, 5700 Stoneridge
Mall Road, Suite 315, Pleasanton
94588. FAX (510) 227-0813.

Med Quest, executive search firm
seeks Pharm D candidates for
Drug Surveillance/Research and
Development positions in Dallas/
Ft. Worth. Contact Lyn Brodhead,
655 Sky Way, Suite 103, San
Carlos, CA 94070, (415) 5933103, FAX593-3104.

Kellog's seeking Gr-r-reat candi
dates for regional sales positions.
Marketing, Advertising, or Busi
ness Management major desir
able. National relocation may be
necessary for job acceptance.
Naitonal relocation mobility nec
essary for advancement. Profi
ciency in second language a plus.

Intelligent Computers & Tech

\

Contact Anne H. Hubbard m »v

nologies seeks various business (fi
nance, marketing and sales), ad
vertising and promotions, and
technical (engineers and tech sup
port) candidates. Contact Human
Resources, 46321 Landing Park
way, Fremont 94538, FAX (510)

US Department of justice
trust Division seeks college™101^
as paralegal in Washington!)!
Submit resume or SF-1711
transcript, references, andvt—
sample demonstrating anal#"
skills to: Paralegal CoorfcF (
Antitrust Division, US Depaitiriff
of Justice , City Center BuMr 1
Suite 4000, 1401 H Street, NU
Washington, DC 20530, Pl»| (
(202) 307-0567.
For more imformation
see McConchie Hall.

lot

Farmer's Insurance Group seeks

WIN-WIN i.

cordially invites you to
join LIS ii~t celebra ting °ur

When You

Donate

Did You Know...

Miles compensates you each time you donate.
Depending on how often you donate, you can
receive up to $135 a month!

For more
informtion call:
Notice: Plasma cfonor.

246 East Church Street
Stockton. CA 95203
(209) 465-0284

Plasma

You Save

Just a few hours of your time each month can
help make the difference in someone's life.

Miles is seeking STUDENTS and others to
help share their good health with people in
need. If you're at least 18 years old and meet
our health requirements you can start saving
lives while you earn!

o
cnctacf,f

%

Lives
While
Earning
Money!

Ho-ocae

T^l^fAen^&e^i

13

one o'clock in tin/ afternoon
cintil five o'clock ii"L the

2337 Pacific Avenue • Stockton, C A
0

Plasma is an essential fluid of life and there is
an on-going need for good quality plasma.
Plasma-based medicines save thousands of
lives, some right here in our community.

O f t e n

on the Miracle IVIile

U.O.P. SPECIAL
ARROYOSIS BUY
ONE REGULAR
LUNCH
DINNER
;ti or uinw

m
A TRADITIONAL MEXICAN DINNER

FOR TAKE OUT ORDERS

462-1661
ENCHILIDAS
HUEV0S RANCHEROS
CHILE COLORADO
STEAKS
CHILE RELLENO
TACOS
BURRITOS
MEXICAN BEER

Miles Inc.

CLOSED MONDAYS 1

EASYACCESS
FROM CR0SST0WN |
FREEWAY

FOR DEUVER CALL 473-1600
STARTING AT 4:30 PM

odicelscreening and testing prior to acceptance, and at all times during,>articipation ir

,

Discount Coupon not valid tor delivory

RECEIVE
2ND AT

1/2 PBlCi

Discount Coupon not valid for delivery

Buy any regular lunch or dinner andr
J
the second one at 1/2 price- jgLJ|

Choice of 1 entree with retried beans, spa
J
lettuce & tortilla.
nENt Oil

PLEASE PRESENT COUPON AND |^Dfc |
FACULTY ID TO WAITRESS
ONE COUPON PER PERSON
,
ONE ITEM PER COUPON
sc0iflf
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER 0R >Ast
MUST BE SURRENDERED AT TIME OF

324 S. CENTER STREET 462'1661
OFFER

EXPIRES 0-30-94

SPORTS
hockey tears up Long Beach
TKARTOZIAN

fican guest writer

ly

UOP ice hockey team, which
its record last weekend to
high hopes of finishing well
its second season of league

p a member of the Pacific ColHockey Association, finished
the league last year. Some new
. ,his year and a strong core of
ing players puts Pacific in good
this season, as shown on Hoinene night.
acific pounded the Long Beach
49ers in a lopsided victory. Pastepped up their physical play
ies were flying all over the ice.
Long Beach goalies were bom-d by the Tigers with 38 shots,
k won the game 9-2 with many
ent players scoring,
acific started out slow and tied
ame 1-1 going into the 2nd peA burst of scoring was started
Sims' shorthanded goal (his
oal of the season), Pacific's third
hand in 5 games. Rich Burnett
4 goals (11), Dean Severson (1)
a goal and 2 assists, Jay Covello 1
I (5) and 1 assist and Tony
cchi (1) and Matt Kartozian (1)
ed goals. Chad Gamble had 3
ts, Dan Booher had two, and Jed
, lason Tracy, and Kyle Ryan each
1 assist. Penalties were few and
game was played cleanly.
On Friday Oct. 28, the Tigers took
he USt' Trojans at the Oak Park
rena. The two teams were both
strong, and it was the closest
e Pacific has played yet. The
)e was filled with penalties for
h teams, but the referee only

iw
W

SUNDANCE
SPORTS
G ^ear

"round speciality sports shop

A SKI FILM
f HIDAY
ATHERTON

NOV. 4™

AUDITORIUM

called a few. Both teams played well,
and the game turned into a battle of
goalies.
Going into the 3rd period the
score was tied at 1-1. USC scored
twice in the 3rd and with less than a
minute left, things looked bad. With
one minute left Pacific pulled the
goalie and with 24 seconds left,
scored. Pacific had a chance to tie up
the game with a face-off in the USC
zone, but was not able to score. The
final score was USC 3, UOP 2. UOP's
goals were scored by Rich Burnett and
assisted by Kyle Ryan and Jay Covello.
UOP opened this season against
last year's P.C.H.A. state champions
San Jose Sate and despite playing well
against the Spartans, Pacific was shut
out 9-0, in a tough loss.
On the weekend of Oct. 22, Pa
cific took on Orange Coast College
and Cal Tech, and suffered two hard
losses on teh road. Against OCC, it
was a very physical game with the
hitting coming early and often. Pa
cific player Jay Covello had numer
ous crushing hits including one that
took out OCC's J. Stark for over a pe
riod. In the end OCC out-skated the
Tigers and beat them with speed, 8-1.
UOP's goal was scored by Rich Burnett
and assisted by Karl Neuman.
The Tigers then traveled to Pasa
dena to play Cal Tech, at the Pasadena
Civic Center. Last season's 8-4 win
left the Pacific team overconfident.
Although the Cal Tech team did not
contain a lot of talent, they managed
to upset Pacific 7-4.
The Tigers did not play their usual
dominant physical style and overconfidence and being worn out from the
OCC game the previous night hurt
the Tigers along with a strong show
ing from CA1 Tech Goalie Frank
Monzon who stopped over 40 shots.
Pacific did not play up to their ability
and things looked bad with the score
7-1 and less than five minutes re
maining in the game. Pacific did
manage to step up a notch, scoring
three goals in three minutes near the
end of the game, but there was not
enough time to tie it up.
Although Pacific has been flat on
the road, in their first home game on
October 15 the Tigers Blasted the Ne
vada Wolfpack, 8-5.
This game was great example of
Pacific's trademark physical style.
Crushing hits were delivered otten
without much resistance from Ne
vada, and the Tigers totally domi
nated the Wolfpack physically, with
four Nevada players dropping to the
ice, forcing a game stoppage. Rich
Burnett scored 3 goals and 2 assists,
defenseman Jay Covello had 4 goals,
and Jed Sims had 1 goal and 3 assists.
Brent Jacobs and Tony Delucchi also
received assists.
Pacific's next game is gainst Ne
vada on Saturday November 12, at
10:15 p.m. All games are played at
the Oak Park Ice Arena, located about
2 miles from campus next to Billy
Hebert Field.

Matt Kartozian is a member of the
UOP Ice Hockey team.

Player profile

Charlotte Johansson
LEE CARLANDER
Pacifican guest writer
Three-time All-American Char
lotte Johansson has received many
individual accolades in her three
years as a women's volleyball player
at UOP.
Yet Johansson is more excited
about this year's women's volleyball
team than any individual honors.
"1 think that we can beat any
given team in the country on any
given night," Johansson said. "We've
been kind of streaky. But, I think if
we put our minds to it and work to
gether as a team, I see us going to the
Final Four."
Johansson, a senior at Pacific, has
been a First Team All-Big West Con
ference selection the last two years.
In 1991 she was a Volleyball Monthly
All-American and Big West All-Freshnian selection. In addition to receiv
ing recognition for her play on the
court, Johansson has been an Aca
demic All-American for two straight
seasons.
On Oct. lOJohansson was named
Big West Player of the Week after
leading the Tigers to a 3-0 record, in
cluding a victory over #8 UC Santa
Barbara. As of Oct. 27 the UOP
women were ranked seventh in the
country with a 16-3 record.
"It's really exciting to play on this
team, due to the chemistry of the
people on the team, and the poten
tial that we have," Johansson said.
Head Coach John Dunning is also
enthusiastic about UOP's chances
this year, especially with Johansson
in his arsenal.
"She really has all the things you

need to have to be a very successful
middle blocker at this level: dedica
tion, willingness to work hard,
strength, size, and quickness. She can
really hit the ball hard, but she knows
when to and when not to. She can
take a defense when she's on and just
slice-'em and dice-'em," Dunning
said.
Johansson was born in Orebro,
Sweden, where she spends four
months out of the year playing for the
Swedish National Team. Johansson
has been inthe starting line-up since
she arrived at UOP as a freshman in
1991.
In Sweden volleyball isn't played
at the universities, it's played at the
club level.Johansson came to UOP so
she could go to school and play vol
leyball at a high level.
"She's very smart," Dunning said.
"She really analyzes the game and
thinks about it a lot."
"She's very volleyball-oriented,"
said teammate and starting setter
Sacha Caldemeyer. "She thinks about
the game on and off the court."
Modest
and
soft-spoken,
Johansson was reluctant to comment
on any sort of praise or compliments.
"She leads by example," Dunning
said.
"Her all-around consistency,
game in and game out, is hard for
anyone else to match," Caldemeyer
said. "She always prepares herself to
compete, and it rubs off on the rest
of the team."
The next women's volleyball
matches at home will be UC Irvine
on Friday on Friday Nov. 11.

For more on Johatissen see page 22.

PACIFIC INTRAMURAL UPDATE
VOLLEYBALL
SEASON BEGINS
With the volleynall season start
ing off like a rocket, the Intramural
program is keeping up with its high
1994 standards. The 45 teams have
begun competition, and it looks to
be a fast paced season. With plenty
of time remaining for any team to
rise to teh top, it looks as though
anything is possible.
TOP VOLLEYBALL TEAMS
(Through OCT. 30)
Co-Rec "A" Division:
HSA 2 (2-0)
PHARM "D" (2-0)
Co-Rec "B"
STRAIGHT DOWN (2-0)
PHARMERS (2-1)
Co-Rec "C"
RX DIG IT(2-0)
WOMEN'S DIVISION;
Alpha Chi Omega (1-0)
Theta (1-0)

Tri-Delta (1-0)
4-Person "A"
TADOW II (2-0)
4-Person B "Black"
HSA I (3-0)
Its all good (2-0)
4-Person B "Orange"
TEAM SWING (2-0)
The Intramural department
would like to remind students that
there is a lost and found department
located in the IM office in the main
gym. There are several items that
have been left behind, so stop in
between 10 a.m. anbd 3 p.m if there
is something you are missing.
UPCOMING EVENTS
3 on 3 basketball tournament
takes place on Nov. 5 (12 -5 p.m)
Pre-holiday basketball tourna
ment: Entries open Nov. 15 and!
close Nov. 30. Event takes place on
Dec. 3 and 4.
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c
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Water Polo

Tigers lose 2, try to shake o
disappointing performances
TV-v
rr/-v fr/\m
tA 8-7
ft ~7 is
ir
To go
from ft_Q
8-5 to

GEOFF GOODMAN
Pacifican staff writer

All-American llrad Schumacher (ft6) tosses a pass over a Pepperdine defender.
The Tigers are ranked fifth in the Mountain Pacific Sports Federation.
Photo by Alexandra Garschagen.

An ocean away: Pacific
Scholar-athletes from Europe
CYNTHIA WAGNER
Pacifican guest writer

are unheard of. A student can be a
member of a club team, but because
the two are separated, there is a trade
Charlotte Johansson, Tina
off and one realm usually suffers.
Miteko and Axel Wohlfarth have sev
According to Wohlfarth, "it's all
eral things in common.
studying in Germany," where
They're all accomplished
most higher education is free
athletes, in, respectively, vol
and organized by the Govern
leyball, basketball, and water
ment, and a student is told
polo. And they are all busi
which University they will at
ness majors who have
tend exclusively on the basis
achieved impressive aca
of academic interests and
demic records: each semester
abilities.
Johansson
at UOP they have earned the
The U.S. system has sev
Big West scholar-athlete des
eral benefits. Tina's athletic scholar
ignation.
ship gave her the opportunity to
The three share another distinc
achieve her degree in a coun
tion as well. They are Euro
try known for both its strong
pean, and chose to venture
business schools and a level of
across the Atlantic to attend
competitive college athletics
school here because of the
that exceeded even her high
American tradition of com
expectations.
bining academics and colle
If Charlotte Johansson
giate athletics, a system strik
knew four years ago when she
ingly different from that in
YVohlfartli
entered UOP what she knows
their own countries.
now, she still would choose
In the U.S. we take for
the University over any school in the
granted that sports are a part of Uni
country. She had many options for
versity life. Most American campuses
higher education, including an offer
are peppered with athletic facilities;
from volleyball rival, the University
and schools often become identified
of Hawaii.
with their athletic as well as their
But she's glad she decided to stay
academic programs.
on the mainland, thanks to her
Not so in Europe. The stories of
"teammates, coaches, the sunshine
these three UOP student athletes
and the small school with lots of in
provide a short lesson in the differ
teraction with faculty and an empha
ent ways Universities and sports are
sis on academics." The demands of
organized throughout the world.
excelling in both academics and ath
In Germany, Greece and Sweden,
letics at UOP have provided her with
sports revolve around club teams as
a valuable lifelong lesson.
sociated with cities, not universities.
"Students who are achievers in
Athletic ability is irrelevant to college
admission, and athletic scholarships
See Athletes pg. 23

The fifth ranked Tigers can only
wonder what they could have done
differently to keep their post-season
hopes alive.
After last Saturday's 10-8 loss at
the hands of the Pepperdine Waves,
the team was forced to reflect on
squandered opportunities.
"We played fine," Schumacher
told the Record. "I just wish some
one up there would shine a light on
us and have things go our way just
once. We had them where we wanted
them and it's just so frustrating. That
just shows how big 2-point goals are.

I •n
a killer
Pacific started their weekend
ries on Friday at #2 ranked Cal \\
Tigers trailed virtually the entire
test, eventually losing 10-6.n
squad bounced back to win thf
homecoming game against Davis,|
10. This set the stage for UOP'sthl:
match-up of the season
Pepperdine.
The Tigers, 14-9 overall and d
in the Mountain Pacific Sports Fi
eration polls, are on the verge ofsl
ping out of the running for a bid,,
the NCAA Championships. Ever]
contest at this point of the season;
crucial and any loss will have neji
live implications.

TIGER SPORTS ROUNDUP
Cross Country- The Women's
cross country team put a close to the
1994 season after Saturday's Big West
Championship meet in Logan, Utah.
Facing Division 1 competition, the Ti
gers found themselves in the rear of
the pack, finishing eleventh of tire
eleven competing schools.
Freshman Gwen Twist, finished
first for the Tigers and 54th overall
with a time of 21:24. Babette Matheu
finished the 5K race in 22:49.8 in 69th
place, Aimee Girardot placed 71st at
24:38.1, Vanessa Davies completed the
course in 26:03, Vickie Sawyer and
Chelsea Dellamas rounded out the
event in just over thirty-minutes.
Golf- Pacific finished sixth at the
Fresno Lexus Classic last weekend at
San Joaquin Country Club. The Tigers
were led by senior Jon Peterson's 218,
whose 54 hole total tied for fourth
place, six shots behind individual
champion Anders Hansen of Houston.
Mark Worthington, Ryan Mainey
and Sean Corte-Real were close behind
at 227, 228, and 228 respectively. The
Tigers remain idle until spring.
Men's and Women's Swim
ming- Pacific's women's swimmers
split a triple dual meet at San Jose State
about as cleanly as possible. The Tigers
bested the host Spartans 117-55, tied
Oregon State 92-92 and fell to Wash-

ington State by a count of 111-71
Freshman Maggie Phillips won!!
200-yard freestyle and the 400 irnl
vidual medley. UOP finished 1-2intl
200 butterfly with Christy Dalon,
winning in 2:12.12 and Kenna Sass
finishing second in 2:12.58. UOPs21
freestyle relay team of Jeni
Wickham, Dalonzo, Phillips, ai
Kolbisen won in 1:38.12.
The men's and women's teai
host their annual invitational tl
weekend with more than 200 col
giate swimmers expected fromarou
the West Coast.

Field Hockey- Pacific, 2overall and 2-4 in the NorPac, lost
to Cal on Tuesday, and 6-0 to mini
15 Boston College on Sunday at
noon at Cal.
On Tuesday afternoon, the t'l
hosted the Stanford Cardinal
earned their second victory of the
son against them.
Jen Clanton scored the gatiR
ing goal off a Wendy DuShane a.
early in the second half to brink
score to 1-1. DuShane scored tlu'R
winning goal minutes later.

Men's a n d Women's 'eIV
Pacific was inactive last week,
squads compete next Friday a
Rolex Regional Championships-

If you've ever though
about making your own
beer, now is your chance
7273 Murrray Drive, Suite 17
Stockton, CA 95210
(209)957-4549

FREE CLASSI

volleyball

ers own four game
Jnning streak after
mecoming weekend
VISAYA
fican staff writer
Ljfic's women's volleyball team
Ived to 16-3 overall and 9-2 in
Inference after back-to-back
•lings of Big West rival Utah
last weekend.

I

j.../. garne proved to be a
one for Pacific volleyball, as
figers' .507 hitting percentage
liu' the second-best in school

In Friday, the eighth ranked Ti[jismissed the Aggies in three
Iht games: 17-15, 15-3, 15-1 in
t. Utah State came into the
|with a 0-10 and 1-19 record but
lut up a fight in the first game,
keling Aggies managed to exInine unforced Tiger errors, but
|i fired up its intensity level and
lually took the game,
jrom that point on it was easy
ling, as the Tigers eclipsed Utah
[and committed a merely three
[xing errors in the remaining two
freshman middle blocker Addie
Ichild led the Tiger attack with a
111 performance and three aces.
Jchild also provided sound deIwith eight digs and five blocks,
iacific came back the next day
pour the same Aggies again in

Pacific Sports Results.
N Thursdaq in THE PHCIFICRN.
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702 Porter Way
(Porter Station)

477-2442
TUXEDO RENTALS
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straight sets. The Tigers committed
only five attacking errors in the
match, nearly establishing a new hit
ting percentage record, as they van
quished Utah State 15-4, 15-10, 15-

2.
Outside hitter Dominique
Benton-Bozman, who is second in
the nation with 5.57 kills per game,
dealt 15 kills and four aces. Setter Lisa
Johns furnished ten digs.
The Tigers now set their sights on
this weekend's homecoming games
with conference battles against New
Mexico State University and the Uni
versity of Nevada at Reno.
Pacific has never lost to New
Mexico State. The Tigers won 3-0 ear
lier this season against the Roadrunners in Las Cruces and can extend
their all-time series record with
NMSU to 10-0 with a win on Friday.
UOP will follow up against Ne
vada-Reno the next day. Nevada
hosted the last match-up with Pacific
earlier this season in September but
lost 1-3, notching the Wolfpack's
sixth straight loss in its all-time se
ries with the Tigers. Nevada stands at
#7 in the Big West behind New
Mexico State and has lost its last six
matches against the Tigers.

Outside hitter Angela Hatchett sets up for a spike during Saturday's homecoming
game against Nevada. The Tigers beat the Wolfpack in three straight sets.
Photo by Alexandra Carschagen.

Athlete
continued from pg. 22
the classroom and on the court are
not smarter than others," claims the
Swede, "they have just by necessity
learned to manage their time better."
Wohlfarth adds that college ath
letics serves an important social func
tion, by keeping students involved
and giving the University a good
image.
Each of the three is becoming
aware of a downside to the U.S. cus
tom of integrating academics and
college sports. Although a few college
athletes in this country turn their
athletic prowess into a job by join
ing the professional ranks, most have
no where to continue playing after
graduating.
The European club system, in
contrast, lengthens the playing life
of athletes, professional and amateur.
In Sweden, "you can play until you
don't want to anymore," and the age
of players on club teams often ranges
from 16 to 30.
The lack of opportunities for
playing after graduation, especially
for women, was a big surprise to Tina.

"There are so many good ath
letes, who can still contribute so
much. But, there's really no place for
them to go in the U.S.... In Greece,
you can even be married and have
children and still play as long as
you're in good shape and want to
play, as a hobby not as a job."
Their love of sport will be a ma
jor factor in deciding next steps af
ter UOP.
Tina's penchant for competition,
"proving that your team is better
than others," will likely pull her back
to Greece. After graduation, and
hopefully a bid for the Big West
Championship, she intends to con
tinue joining her academic and ath
letic interests.
She plans to play basketball
somewhere in Europe, preferably for
the team in Athens, which is the
country's professional women's
team. She also wants to open up a
physical therapy business in Greece.
Wohlfarth cannot recall a day
when he was out of the water. His
self avowed addiction to water polo

since age ten will make not being able
to compete hard to bear. So tough,
that after graduating with his B.S. and
obtaining his MBA at UOP he will
probably return to Germany, where
he can work and also play for a club
team on the side, and continue rel
ishing the sense of "a team meeting
and resolving conflicts together."
Johansson, like Wohlfarth, plans
to seek her MBA here. But she hasn't
put much thought yet to life after
graduation, mostly because her team
this year "still has a ways to go."
As successful as they have been
over the past few years, she'd like to
think her most memorable moment
is still to come this December, as a
contender in the final four.
Along with her colleagues, Axel
and Tina, Charlotte's championship
hopes will be realized at about the
same time she and most students who
attend U.S. Universities are contend
ing with dreaded final exams.
Professor Cynthia Wagner
teaches in the School of Business and
Public Administration.

UOP football team wins three straiqh

28-6 win over Utah State brings Tigers one step closer to a winning seo^
GEOFF GOODMAN
Pacific staff writer
With a 5-3 record and only three
games remaining, UOP's football
team is within one victory of secur
ing its first winning season in 17
years.
East Saturday, the Tigers also
inched closer to a has Vegas Bowl bid
by annihilating defending Big West
champions Utah State, 28-6, in
Pacific's homecoming contest. Pacific
hadn't beaten the Aggies since 1985,
die year before UOP's current head
(leach Chuck Shelton began his ten
ure at Utah State.
vf; " I lie only way to change history
iffo rewrite it," Shelton told reportt|| following the game.
J Pacific was sparked by a stellar
defense, surrendering only two field
goals and preventing the Aggies from
scoring a touchdown. This paved the
way for the Tigers' unpredictable of
fense to take control of the game.
Pacific's offense ran hot and cold.
Quarterback Craig Whelihan threw
five interceptions, a career high. On
jP positive note, the nation's ninth
fading producer of total offense
Jssed four touchdowns. He conJpcted on 17 of 34 pass attempts for
jp)5 yards, also a season high.
The key to the Pacific attack was
wide receiver Eric Atkins. The first
year receiver caught six passes for 139
yards and two touchdowns to earn
honors as the Big West Co-Offensive
player of the week.
Running back Joe Abdullah had

UOP 28, UTAH ST. 6

UOP
UTAH ST.

o
0

7
6

14
0

7
0

28
6

US-FG,Knorr 42
US-FG Knorr 42
UOP-Atkins 15 pass from Whelihan
(Fleenor kick)
UOP-Blakney 1 3 pass from Whelihan
(Fleenor kick)
UOP-Atkins 21 pass from Whelihan
(Fleenor kick)
OP-Brown 7 pass from Whelihan
KFIeenor kick)

UOP
25
38-169
305
17-34-5
3-42
6-46
26:59

FOOTBALL NOTES:
• Sackless wonders: Pacific has not
yielded a sack in its last three games.
Despite weekly trips by various mem
bers to the Pacific training room, the
offensive line has allowed just one sack
or fewer on six occasions this season.
• Shelton trademark: Few penalties
and penalty yards have become a
Shelton trademark through the years
and after eight games the Tigers con
tinue to lead the Big West with league
low 51.5 penalty yards per game.
• Rushing Star: Stockton native and
St. Mary's High graduate Joe Abdullah
has surpassed the 100-yard plateau in
each of his last four games, and needs
just 203 yards in his final three games
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Wide receiver Eric Atkins corners a Utah St. defensive hack after ail intmpk
Atkins earned Bis Wfcst co-offensive player of the week honors after SaM;
28-6 homecoming victory asainst defending conference champs Utahil
causht 6 passes for 139 yards and scored two touchdowns.
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to become the 10th player in UOP his
tory to reach 1,000 yards in a season
He moved among NCAA all-purpose
leaders for the first time this week, rank
ing 22nd with 135.1 yards per game.
• Academic All-America: UOP cen
ter Aaron McClellan and linebacker Bill
Denny were nominated last week for
the GTE/CoSIDA Academic All-America
squad.
• Carrol and UOP's NFL connection:
Former UOP safety and onetime Tiger
offensive coordinator Pete Carroll be
came the fourth NFL head coach within
two season to boast significant ties to
Pacific. After serving as the New York
Jets defensive coordinator for several
years, he succeeded another Pacific
alum Bruce Coslet (TE, 1965-67), as the
Jets head coach.

• Seattle Seahawks general i»
ager and head coach Tom Flores ((
1956-57) and Cardinals head cot
Buddy Ryan (defensive coordinated
1967) also have traveled through U(Four Jets' assistants are also former^1
ers or coaches at UOP.
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another superb rushing performance,
carrying the ball 27 times for 125
yards. This marks the fourth consecu
tive week he has eclipsed the 100-yard
plateau.
UOP spotted Utah State a 6-0 sec
ond quarter lead before outscoring
the Aggies 28-0 the rest of the way .
Atkins caught a 15-yard TD pass
with five seconds remaining in the
first half to stake the Tigers to a 7-6
lead, and added a 21-yarder in the
third period to lift UOP to a 21-6 lead.
Kerry Blakney and Kerry Brown each
caught touchdown passes, from 13
and 7 yards out, respectively.
Pacific broke a 21 year drought on
Saturday, earning their third consecu
tive victory for the first time since
1973. The victory extended the Tigers
Stagg Memorial Stadium win streak to
five games and remained unbeaten
(4-0) this season at home.
Pacific travels to PAC-10 contend
ers Oregon State this Saturday. UOP
will need to contain the Beavers' of
fensive line and option running game
and find a way to maintain their own
offensive momentum. Kick-off time
is 1 p.m and can be heard live on ra
dio station KWG (1230 AM).
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